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In Prospect
By Jay F. Hein and Allison Melangton

Indianapolis may be America’s biggest small town.  It is a 
city with a million people, three professional sports teams, 
one of the few Conrad Hilton hotels in the world, and 

countless cultural amenities.  Still, it is a place where you can 
walk to all these things.
 Beyond having pedestrian access to all its big-city 
amenities, Indianapolis has a culture of public spiritedness that 
just doesn’t exist in many other places, that is, outside of small 
towns.  When its leaders stand up with an idea, two things are 
typically the case: first, that idea is for the public good rather 
than personal gain; and second, other leaders say, “How can we 
help?” 
 These elements of Indiana’s lead-
ership culture go a long way in explaining 
the Indianapolis sports strategy that was 
conceived in the 1970s and is now mani-
fest in the Super Bowl being played at Lucas 
Oil Stadium. This grand facility stands just 
yards from the recently expanded conven-
tion center that encompasses where the old 
RCA Dome stood. Much like the Field of 
Dreams, that dome was built before a pro 
football team even had Indianapolis on its ra-
dar screen.  But to properly understand how 
integral the city’s sports strategy has been to 
its development and to assess how far the city 
has come, we need to consider racing.
 The Indianapolis Motor Speedway 
(IMS) was built in 1909 as what could be considered the city’s 
first sports strategy.  As you will read in the “Reflections” section 
of this magazine, Indianapolis automobile entrepreneur Carl 
G. Fisher envisioned the raceway as a testing ground for cars 
before they were delivered to consumers. Noticing that the state 
had become an epicenter for auto manufacturers and suppliers, 
Fisher asked, “Indianapolis is going to be the world’s greatest 
center of horseless carriage manufacturers, what could be more 
logical than building the world’s greatest racetrack right here?”
 The track that Fisher built became known as the 
Brickyard for the brick surface used to enhance speed, safety 
and performance. The one hundred years of racing that fol-
lowed the establishment of the IMS have been called the great-
est spectacle in sports. Today, with a racetrack capable of seating 
a half million customers, the city enjoys a Super Bowl-sized 
economic benefit every time Indy 500 and NASCAR racers rev 
up their engines.
 But the sports initiative’s story has always been big-
ger than just the spectacle and financial gain.  The strategy has 
been about building a better community in equal measure. And 

surely these things are not separate forces.  It is the spirit of 
competition alongside community cohesion that makes sports 
so attractive and thus what resonates so well with Hoosiers.  To 
see more specifically what that’s all about, please read the Tony 
Hinkle/John Wooden and Heartland Film Festival essays in this 
magazine. 
 Indianapolis’ sports strategy is similar to something 
that Harvard business guru Michael Porter calls economic 
clusters.  For Porter, economic clusters are how regions exploit 
their natural assets and align their business practices to become 
the best in the world at certain things. For instance, think of 

how Silicon Valley arose around Hewlett and 
Packard tinkering in a one-car garage; India-
napolis did the same thing with sports and 
civic enterprise. 
 After being elected the youngest mayor in the 
nation in 1967, the thirty-five-year-old Dick 
Lugar galvanized the city’s most talented 
professionals to transform a city with no dis-
cernable reputation into the amateur sports 
capital of the world.  The group’s inaugural 
action was to create the nation’s first private 
agency dedicated to using sports to advance 
both economic development and community 
well being. Dubbed the Indiana Sports Cor-
poration, it has since been replicated by over 
150 organizations across the country.  
  Alongside the establishment of the 

Indiana Sports Corporation, the City of Indianapolis, Lilly En-
dowment and numerous other partners made an initial invest-
ment of $126.4 million to establish a sports infrastructure.  As 
you will read in the cover story, the 1980s brought a whirlwind 
of improvements to Indianapolis’ sports portfolio. In 1982, the 
Indiana Sports Corporation authorized the construction of the 
Hoosier Dome (later renamed the RCA Dome), which attract-
ed the Colts.  Other projects included the Indiana University 
Natatorium, the Major Taylor Velodrome, the Indiana Uni-
versity Track and Field Stadium, the Indiana/World Skating 
Academy, the William Kuntz Soccer Complex and the Rowing 
Course at Eagle Creek Park. These brand new facilities attracted 
numerous amateur sporting events to the city such as the Na-
tional Sports Festival (1982), the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association basketball finals (1980, 1986, 1991), and the Pan 
American Games (1987).
 By 1990, Indianapolis had firmly secured its seat as 
the amateur sports capital of the world. Simultaneous, but with 
much less fanfare, the city’s civic leaders claimed that there are 
no great cities without great neighborhoods. In doing so, they 
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launched the Greater Indianapolis Neighborhood Initiative 
and a myriad of subsequent strategies to revitalize distressed 
urban areas. 
 Twenty years later, the sports and neighborhood strat-
egies converged through the Super Bowl Legacy Project tak-
ing shape on Indianapolis’ Near Eastside. While some criticize 
sports investments as luxury spending, the renewed Indianapo-
lis sports strategy demonstrates that the sports industry can be-
get economic flourishing and neighborhood revitalization. This 
is especially apparent in the “Housing Innovations” section of 
this magazine.
 The Near Eastside of Indianapolis has learned to navi-
gate the turbulence of urban flux. 
The area contains Indianapolis’ 
first suburb, Woodruff Place, 
where some homes still sell for a 
half million dollars.  Just blocks 
away, real estate prospectors can 
purchase a home on a credit card 
with a limit of less than $5,000.  
In 2004, the neighborhood bore 
the brunt of the housing crisis as 
it led the nation in foreclosure 
rates.
 In response to this di-
saster, Near Eastside residents 
mobilized.  As you will read in 
the “Playbook” section, neigh-
borhood leaders met at Arsenal 
Tech High School to design a 
strategy for recovery.  Meanwhile, 
Mark Miles, President of the Super Bowl Bid Committee, was 
in search of an idea that would capture the attention of the 
NFL and give Indianapolis a leg up as the potential host city 
for the 2012 Super Bowl.
 These two pathways merged, and the Indianapolis 
Super Bowl Legacy Project was born.  It is the boldest experi-
ment ever attempted in NFL history by a Super Bowl host city. 
For Indianapolis, it is simply another chapter in the city’s effort 
to leverage sports for community well-being.  In other words, 
this project was not a new idea; rather it is part of a decades-
long movement toward rebuilding the city from the inside out.  
Such success jeopardizes the city’s hard-earned reputation as the 
Amateur Sports Capital of the World in favor of another:  the 
Civic Enterprise Capital of the World.
 We hope that you’ll read all the pages that follow.  The 
cover section presents the vision for the Indianapolis sports 
strategy as well as some highlights from the recent Super Bowl 
Legacy Project including a $150 million neighborhood rede-
velopment effort that will build or improve about 200 housing 
units, construct a new 27,000-square-foot wellness and fitness 
center, and serve as a catalyst for the revitalization of the East 
10th Street business district.
 In the second section, we consider how sports can 

build personal character. Former Colts punter Hunter Smith 
writes about how he has become a champion for sports heroes 
(from high school to the pros) who use their influence to benefit 
others.  He calls this the “Jersey Effect.”  This section includes 
other inspiring stories about athletic greats known as much for 
their off-field service as their on-field success.  For one, Bart 
Starr, MVP of Super Bowls I and II, is so identified with high 
character that the annual Super Bowl Breakfast gives an award 
in his name to the NFL’s most recent example of servant leader-
ship.   
 The third section returns to the legacy theme by exam-
ining three high profile affordable housing experiences on In-

dianapolis’ eastside.  In addition 
to the Super Bowl Legacy Proj-
ect, we investigate how Avondale 
Meadows is replicating Atlanta’s 
East Lake model of holistic com-
munity development.  The At-
lanta story began when business 
mogul Tom Cousins transformed 
Bobby Jones’ East Lake Golf 
Club and surrounding neighbor-
hoods from a place of despair to 
a place for prosperity. The East 
Lake model has been so success-
ful that investors like Warren 
Buffett are financing replication 
in Indianapolis and other cities.
 Just as Indianapolis rein-
vented the NFL Legacy Project, 
the city also set a precedent for 

the Emmy Award-winning “Extreme Makeover” TV program.  
When suburban Indianapolis homebuilder Paul Estridge was 
selected to build a home for the season finale in Spring 2009, 
he accepted the invitation on two conditions: (1) the home 
would need to fit the character of the neighborhood; and (2) he 
and his partners would remodel the block rather than just one 
home.  Not only did the TV producers agree to his terms, but 
they transferred the concept into future shows as well. 
 The magazine concludes with several articles on sports 
and culture.  Athletic contests in America have inspired us in 
our youth and given us part of our life’s identity.  They have 
contributed to racial reconciliation and interstate rivalries.  Cer-
tainly not all of the influence that has come through sports has 
been positive, but on the whole, it has brought much benefit to 
society.  That is certainly the story in Indianapolis; a city known 
for its excellence in hosting championships and its legacy of 
sports as more than a game.

Jay F. Hein is president of the Sagamore Institute, an Indianapolis-based 
think tank.

Allison Melangton is president and CEO of the 2012 Super Bowl Host 
Committee.  She has over 25 years of sports and events management expe-
rience including an Emmy-winning performance as associate producer at 
four Olympics competitions.

IBJ Photo/Robin Jerstad
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By Mark D. Miles and James Taylor

A Lasting Legacy
Indianapolis Style

Debates have raged over the years on whether host-
ing large sporting events, such as a Super Bowl, 
provides the host city a net benefit over the cost 

borne by local groups in holding these events. More often 
than not, the argument tug-of-war is whether the econom-
ic impact to the local economy outweighs the cost locally. 
Each side of the argument has different ways of answering 
this question, and thus the answer depends on whose finger 
is tipping that economic scale. One report, commissioned 
by the North Texas Host Committee prior to Super Bowl 
XLV, suggested the economic impact would be $611 mil-
lion, while another for South Florida for Super Bowl XLI 
suggested only $153 million.1 
 Maybe that is the wrong question in the first place 
or only a partial answer at best. Perhaps a better method 
is to assess the long-term economic and social benefit for 
the host community, and not just take a 10-day measure of 
how much visitors spend when they come to town. There 
is growing evidence that host cities are using large sporting 
events—such as Super Bowl XLVI, which Indianapolis is 
hosting in February 2012—to advance civic goals beyond 
the event itself. According to one journal:

Increasingly organizing (host) committees, nonprofit 
organizations, and local government in cities that are 
awarded the game use the event as a catalyst to address 
pressing social issues.2  

1  Mitchell Schnurman, “Super Bowl’s Economic Impact Hard to Tackle,” Fort Worth 
(Texas) Star-Telegram, January 12, 2011.
2  Kathy Babiak and Richard Wolfe, “More Than Just a Game? Corporate Social 

Another report published in 2010 notes:

The positive socioeconomic impact that stems from 
hosting a major sporting event is not just fringe benefits 
or happy side effects; they are the main reason for host-
ing the event in the first place. Decision-makers might 
spend a lot of time quoting numbers from a detailed 
impact analysis. But often that is simply a way to ap-
pease people who might be critical of spending taxpayer 
dollars on something perceived as frivolous entertain-
ment.
 Hosting a major event gives a city or country per-
mission to move quickly and decisively on a wide range 
of issues and activities that would normally be mired 
in endless debates and bureaucracy. It provides a com-
mon focal point for people to rally around. It provides 
a rigid deadline that accelerates infrastructure develop-
ment and other large-scale improvement activities that 
might otherwise take decades to complete. And with 
the whole world watching, it provides a strong incen-
tive to do things right.3 

The Super Bowl Legacy Project on the Near Eastside of In-
dianapolis might be the most ambitious effort undertaken 
by a local organizing event ever. No need for an estimated 
economic impact: By fall of 2011, six months before Super 
Responsibility and Super Bowl XL,” Sport Marketing Quarterly 15, No. 4 (2006). pg. 
214.
3  Greg Pellegrino and Heather Hancock, “A Lasting Legacy: How Major Sporting 
Events Can Drive Positive Change for Host Communities and Economies,” Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu, February 16, 2010. pg 16.

© rudi1976 - Fotolia.com
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Bowl XLVI, more than $154 million had already been lev-
eraged and invested in various neighborhood efforts and 
organizations to further this community’s own plan. You 
could argue a significant amount of this investment would 
have likely occurred anyway, which is a credit to the work 
of the various neighborhood groups and volunteers. Fair 
enough, but clearly the determination of residents to make 
the Near Eastside a community of choice, and the civic ral-
lying cry and firm deadline of Super Bowl XLVI, acceler-
ated the efforts of the neighborhood.
 While the concept of leveraging the lasting social 
and economic value of sports 
might be dawning on the rest 
of the nation, Indianapolis has 
known this secret since the early 
1970s. Hosting sporting events 
is a powerful catalyst to advanc-
ing broader civic goals, many of 
which have absolutely nothing to 
do with the event itself. 
 Some 40 years ago in 
downtown Indianapolis, there 
were about 500 hotel rooms, no 
market-rate housing, no sporting 
venues, and the cultural ameni-
ties there were increasingly in dis-
repair. The area that Indiana University Purdue University 
at Indianapolis (IUPUI) now calls home had suffered from 
decades of neglect and urban decay. Major retail depart-
ment stores brought people downtown and provided jobs 
besides office work, but they were under enormous pressure 
from emerging suburban shopping malls.
 This uninspiring picture led young urban profes-
sionals ready to make their way in life to tag the city as 
“India-no-place” or “Naptown.” It was largely their inten-
tion to finish college and leave. But those of us with strong 
home ties and who had seen firsthand what other cities had 
done, formulated a civic culture with the central premise of 
building a vibrant downtown. We realized that if we didn’t, 
Indianapolis wouldn’t be the kind of city in which we all 
wanted to live and work, and which would attract others to 
live, work, and raise their families here. 
 Many things coalesced over the next 40 years to 
make downtown Indianapolis a unique success story, cer-
tainly in the Midwest. Perhaps the most spectacular suc-
cess that led to the downtown strategy we enjoy today was 
sports, but back then, we hadn’t connected the dots yet. 
That success was due to a consensus that we had to build 
a downtown by capturing individual opportunities, and 
these often involved sports. 
 For example, the Indiana Pacers, the local National 

Basketball Association (NBA) team, were playing at the 
State Fair Coliseum on the northeast side. The team needed 
a new arena and was in danger of leaving. Some wanted to 
build a new stadium on the northwest side of the city, but 
then-Indianapolis mayor Richard Lugar, a staunch propo-
nent of the downtown, succeeded in having Market Square 
Arena built just east of Monument Circle.
 Similarly, the National Football League (NFL) 
made it known it was considering expansion. We began 
establishing relationships with the NFL and team own-
ers—never mind that we didn’t have a place to play pro-

fessional football. This put us on 
a path to build the Hoosier Dome 
(later RCA Dome) downtown. 
The 60,500-seat dome opened in 
1984, which made it possible to 
attract the Colts NFL club as a 
permanent tenant that year.
  About the same time, 
planning for the Olympic Games 
in the United States was being 
reorganized into national gov-
erning bodies for each sport. We 
persuaded some of them to locate 
their headquarters in Indianapo-
lis—not quite a sports strategy, 

but capturing yet another opportunity. With the governing 
bodies driving their individual Olympic trials and national 
championships, we realized we needed a sports strategy. 
 The Indianapolis 500 was already a powerful brand 
for the city, but our sports strategy would always be about 
developing the community; it would be about economic 
development; it would market Indianapolis to the world. 
The strategy would unify the community around the need 
for infrastructure for hosting major sporting events and the 
acknowledgment of the ripple effect that created in hospi-
tality, dining, entertainment, retail, cultural enrichment, 
conventions, higher education, and most important, get-
ting a critical mass of people living downtown instead of 
just working downtown. 
 In short, the sports strategy would always be about 
each event’s social impact and the community legacy it 
leaves. To formalize and implement the strategy, the Indi-
ana Sports Corporation was incorporated in 1979 “to im-
plement the city’s objective of becoming a national sports 
capital.”4 
 These efforts led Indianapolis to host the National 
Sports Festival IV in 1982 with 4,000 to 5,000 athletes 
from all across America (later named the Olympic Sports 
Festival) and then the Pan Am Games in 1987. The games 
4 David J. Bodenhamer and Robert G. Barrows, eds., The Encyclopedia of India-
napolis (Indiana University Press, 1994).

Cover Feature
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involved some 6,000 athletes from North, South, and Cen-
tral America. Approximately 40,000 persons volunteered 
to help the local organizing committee, dubbed PAXI (Pan 
Am Ten, Indianapolis), host the events during a three-week 
period.5  
 After also hosting numerous major National Col-
legiate Athletic Association (NCAA) events and champion-
ships, in 1999 the city attracted the national headquarters 
for the NCAA, building on Indianapolis’ reputation of 
amateur sports capital of the world. The momentum of the 
sports strategy and the success of the Indianapolis Colts led 
to the expansion of hotel and convention space, and the 
building of Lucas Oil Stadium in 2008, which set the stage 
for hosting the Super Bowl.
 While building a vibrant downtown continues, to-
day’s focus is also on building the urban core—“the next 
ring out,” encompassing neighborhoods on the near north, 
east, south, and west sides of the downtown’s mile square. 
This was the genesis of the Super Bowl XLVI Near Eastside 
Legacy Project.
 For 13 years, the NFL has provided each Super 
Bowl host city with $1 million to be matched locally to 
renovate, expand, or build a youth center—a “Youth Edu-
cation Town”—to be a lasting legacy of the impact the big 
game has on the community. But with Indianapolis’ history 
of innovation and its sports strategy, the 2012 Indianapolis 
Super Bowl Host Committee had a much broader vision. 
Rather than a single building or project, Indianapolis’ leg-
acy project would include an entire section of the city—21 
neighborhoods known as the “Near Eastside.” 
 Near Eastside residents were already hard at work 
on their quality-of-life plan to transform their declining 
community into a model for neighborhood revitalization 
across the city. Spotlighting such work as the Super Bowl 
Legacy Project is something no host city had ever done. The 
strategy worked. Despite losing the bid for Super Bowl XLV 
to North Texas in 2007, the next year when the NFL an-
nounced that Indianapolis had won its bid for Super Bowl 
XLVI, they praised the city’s enthusiasm and the vision and 
depth of the Near Eastside Legacy Project as the big reason.

Indianapolis landed the 2012 Super Bowl with a unique 
gambit: plans to transform a downtrodden Near-East-
side neighborhood in a project meant to create a lasting 
legacy.6 

 The multifaceted Legacy Project encompasses the 
aforementioned Chase Near Eastside Legacy Center and 
Youth Education Town with health, fitness, and education 
5 William H. Hudnut III, The Hudnut Years in Indianapolis, 1976–1991  (Indiana 
University Press, 1995).
6 Brendan O’Shaughnessy, “It’s Ours! Indianapolis Scores 2012 Super Bowl; Near-
Eastside Legacy Project Helps City Clinch 1st Super Bowl,” The Indianapolis Star, 
May 21, 2008.

programs for entire families. It is creating enhanced and 
new housing for more than 250 families and individuals, 
with the rehabilitation of existing homes; the development 
of new quality, affordable single-family homes; and the 
construction of new mixed-income and senior rental hous-
ing. The Project also includes improving infrastructure and 
green spaces, as well as supporting existing businesses and 
attracting new neighborhood-serving businesses to the area. 
 We definitely have financial capital for the Legacy 
Project, but without the social capital of the Super Bowl, 
many things wouldn’t have gotten done. A good example is 
the $9 million in federal seed funding from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy’s (DOE) Better Buildings Neighborhood 
Program to improve energy efficiency in more than 1,000 
households, small businesses, and nonprofit and commu-
nity centers in the Legacy Project. We wrote the proposal 
for this nationally competitive grant after the Legacy Project 
was declared. The DOE told us it was the visibility of the 
project that met their criteria and objectives for promoting 
and sustaining this program in other cities that led to the 
grant’s approval. There are dozens of similar examples at the 
federal, state, and local levels.
 So given all of this, what have we learned? What are 
the right ingredients for an impactful community develop-
ment effort like the Legacy Project? First, this is a leap of 
faith, because there are perhaps more than 1,000 ideas of 
what a legacy project can be. In choosing this one, the Host 
Committee probably picked the most risky project—be-
cause this is tough, tough work, especially in this economy 
and with a reliance on neighborhood groups. But while the 
risk is great, so are the rewards in seeing the results, which 
are far greater than those of the many other ideas combined. 
 Second, it definitely takes creating the aforemen-
tioned civic culture and social capital, and the driver of 
those is our dedicated volunteers. In fact, our volunteers 
have been the real heroes in all of this over the last 40 years 
and are again for Super Bowl XLVI. This is another unique 
competitive asset and advantage for Indianapolis. Regard-
less of the event, if we ask for 50 volunteers, we get 1,000 
or so. The living legacy of our human capital is what makes 
the lasting legacy of every event and initiative we pursue.
 And third, we’ve learned over and over that the so-
cial impact of each event is always greater and longer lasting 
than the economic impact—that’s what we look for in each 
event, and that’s Indy’s style!

Mark D. Miles, President & CEO, Central Indiana Corporate Part-
nership, and Chairman, 2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Com-
mittee (SBHC)

James Taylor, CEO, John H. Boner Community Center and Lead 
Staff for the SBHC Legacy Project
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Cover Feature

Q&AIndianapolis Sports Strategy

Indianapolis experienced the same flight to the suburbs 
that plagued many Midwestern cities in the 1960s-
70s.  In response, civic leaders conceived a big idea:  

to rebuild the downtown by making it the amateur sports 
capital of the world.  Never mind that it lacked any notable 
amateur sports assets at the time or that the infrastructure 
was wholly inadequate to support such a scheme.  These 
things could be acquired and built.  What was essential was 
leadership, and the city had that in abundance.
 American Outlook (AO) interviewed three archi-
tects of Indianapolis’ sports strategy who now occupy ma-
jor positions in the Indiana sports industry:

James T. Morris – President of Pacers Sports and En-
tertainment.  Morris played an integral role in conceiv-
ing the sports strategy as chief of staff to former Mayor 
Dick Lugar and served as one of its sponsors as President 
of the Lilly Endowment.

Jack Swarbrick – Athletic Director, University of 
Notre Dame.  Swarbrick was a chief author of Indianap-

olis’ most important early big proposals for major events 
and he was the point person for the effort to entice the 
NCAA to move its headquarters to the city.

Mark Miles – Board Chair, Indianapolis Super Bowl 
Host Committee – Miles was a key implementer of the 
sports strategy through such roles as president of the In-
dianapolis Pan Am Games Host Committee in 1984 and 
president of the ATP tennis tournament in Indianapolis 
from 1985-1990. 

Notably, each of the leaders’ initial comments credited doz-
ens of other leaders who contributed to the sports strategy’s 
success.  While it is impossible to properly identify all the 
actors, it is easy to articulate the outcome.
 According to the Indianapolis Chamber of Com-
merce, the amateur sports movement generated over $1 
billion to the local economy between 1977-1991 thanks 
to 330 amateur sporting events and 4.5 million spectators.  
Overall since 1979, the city has hosted over 400 major 
sporting events with a $2 billion economic impact.

James T. Morris Jack Swarbrick Mark Miles
Kelly Wilkinson/ The Star  The Star Charlie Nye/ The Star
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AO: Let’s start with who came up with the idea of making 
Indianapolis the amateur sports capital of the world.

Morris: Without a doubt, the answer to that question 
gives the formula to our success.  It was collective action 
in the most generous and dynamic sense.  First, we didn’t 
set out to be a sport capital per se.  What we needed to 
do was rebuild a square mile downtown region that was 
decimated by the suburban flight.  Great city leaders such 
as Ted Boehm, Tim Binford and Chuck Whistler worked 
with my old boss and then-Mayor Dick Lugar in the late 
60s and early 70s to bring it back to life.  We designed two 
big strategies.  The first was something called Unigov that 
consolidated city and county governments in 1970.  The 
second plank was to design a community economic devel-
opment strategy.

Swarbrick:  That’s where sports entered the picture.  Con-
gress passed the Amateur Sports Act of 1978, which estab-
lished the US Olympic Committee and national govern-
ing bodies for each Olympic sport.  Up until that time, 
the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) governed the separate 
sports through an AAU committee structure.  Spinning 
these entities off as 38 separate businesses created a signifi-
cant economic development opportunity.  We were suc-
cessful in attracting USA Track & Field, USA Gymnastics 
and USA Diving to make Indianapolis their headquarters.

AO: So how did the sports strategy take shape in response 
to these events?

Swarbrick: It was a three-step process.  First, we needed to 
win some of these governing bodies’ headquarters place-
ment in Indy.  Second, we needed to build world-class 
facilities to house the eventual games.  And following suc-
cessful completion of the first two things, we needed to 
win bids to host major championships.

Morris: I think the lynchpin was Mayor Lugar’s commit-
ment to building Market Square Arena downtown.  Other 
cities were building their sports arenas in the suburbs where 
the people were moving.  Mayor Lugar had the foresight to 
build not only a fantastic facility but to do so as a catalyst 
to other downtown revitalization efforts.  The 1980 Final 
Four basketball tournament at Market Square Arena really 
put us on the map.

AO: What were the critical ingredients in turning concept 
into reality?

Miles:  People.  Our secret sauce is really the generosity of 
our leaders and the volunteer spirit of our citizens.  When 
we hosted the Pan Am Games in 1987, nearly 40,000 vol-
unteers came out to help.  Fast forward to the Super Bowl: 
our volunteer labor has been the equivalent of 17 years 
worth of time.  Also, we are the only Super Bowl city to 
have raised the full amount of costs to host the event before 
the bid was submitted.  We had $25 million in hand when 
making our presentation to the owners in 2008, and we 
added to that amount over the past two years.  Indianapolis 
has an unprecedented level of public-spiritedness.

Morris:  That reminds me of the time we got our busi-
ness leaders together to prepare a package for the NCAA 
to move its headquarters to Indianapolis.  Jack was quar-
terbacking that effort and he was working closely with 
Randy Tobias who was then chairman of Lilly Corpora-
tion.  Randy brought 75 of our leading business executives 
to Lilly and said that if we could control the timing, we 
wouldn’t be putting this package together now.  We had 
just deployed a lot of capital for improvements to our air-
port and convention center.  So Randy said it was impor-
tant for every voice to be heard.  Sure enough, we stayed 
in the room until all of the executives weighed in and the 
necessary support was galvanized.  I don’t know of another 
city in America that works like that.

AO: What was the significance of the NCAA establishing 
its headquarters here?

Swarbrick:  We needed an anchor tenant to make the sports 
strategy first class.  There were really only two major play-
ers: the Olympic Committee and the NCAA.  The NCAA 
had signaled its intent to change locations in an attempt to 
change its brand in the process.  They had become too nar-
rowly defined as an enforcement entity, but it really has an 
academic mission.  They invited 75 proposals, and we did 
not make the initial screening for top ten candidate cities; 
however, there were some NCAA officials who protested by 
saying Indianapolis may be short on certain metrics such as 
direct flights, but they had attended some of our champi-
onship events and said that we were a city that knew how 
to put on a show.

Mayor Lugar had the foresight to build 
not only a fantastic facility but to do so as 
a catalyst to other downtown revitalization 

efforts.

Our secret sauce is really the generosity of 
our leaders and the volunteer spirit of our 

citizens.
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Miles:  Indianapolis’ proposal was very smart.  We really 
listened to the NCAA and therefore didn’t bring up sports 
until the second half of the document.  We also didn’t stip-
ulate that the NCAA needed to hold a certain number of 
events in the city as part of the deal.  That issue even came 
up in the negotiations.  NCAA officials asked why we 
didn’t insert such a provision like all the other cities.  Our 
response was, “We 
have won those com-
petitions in the past, 
and we plan to keep 
being successful.”

Morris: We knew 
that the NCAA is a 
convening organiza-
tion.  Indeed, there 
are meetings at their 
headquarters virtually 
every business day of 
the year.  Our hotel 
industry grew dramat-
ically in the two de-
cades since the NCAA 
moved here, and you 
can draw a direct line 
to their business.  Let 
me also add how im-
portant it is to have 
university and college 
presidents from across the nation visit your city.  They are 
influential voices in society generally and of course to their 
campuses.  When they say that Indianapolis is a good place 
to live and work, it matters.  Economically, we raised $50 
million for the package to bring them here, and we re-
ceived a full return on investment within two-and-a-half 
years.

AO: Did the sports strategy have a direct contribution to 
winning the Super Bowl bid?

Miles: Surely the combined success of our city’s efforts to 
use sports as a catalyst for downtown revitalization made it 
possible for us to be competitive.  Specifically, I think there 
are five main factors.  First, Lucas Oil Stadium.  During 
our presentation, I told the owners that there were actu-
ally 760 million reasons for them to vote for Indy; that 
is the amount of public support necessary to build that 

great facility.  Second, we doubled our convention center 
size.  Third, we just added a 1,000-room hotel.  Fourth, we 
recently constructed a world-class airport.  And fifth, we 
benefited from the high esteem owners have for our NFL 
franchise and Jim Irsay.

AO: The Legacy Project was another distinctive of India-
napolis’ bid.  Where does this fit in the sports strategy?

Morris: There are no 
great cities without 
great neighborhoods.  
One of our biggest am-
bitions over the years 
has been to provide in-
ner-city children with 
the same opportunities 
that suburban children 
have to play and de-
velop.  I’m so proud 
of the Indiana Sports 
Corporation, which 
has raised well over $6 
million through their 
golf tournament al-
lowing them to fund 
the CHAMPS (Cham-
pions in Life) Grant 
Program.  This has 
meant greatly expand-

ed opportunities for disadvantaged youth who are really 
children full of promise.

Miles: Mayor Bill Hudnet declared in the 1980s that we 
were a “donut city” with an empty downtown.  Today, 
thanks to the sports strategy, the donut is solid.  But the 
core is constricted by a concentric circle of blight sepa-
rating it from our robust suburbs.  The same enthusiasm 
and effort that we used to rebuild downtown must now 
be applied to the four to six miles of real estate surround-
ing downtown.  The families who live there deserve it and 
failing to do so will outright have a corrosive threat to the 
entire region.  Rebuilding the neighborhoods surrounding 
downtown involves reinventing urban neighborhoods into 
interesting places where people want to live; transforming 
urban schools through school-level governance, innovation 
and accountability; and mass transit connecting residents 
to jobs and other daily needs.

There are no great cities without great neighborhoods.

Cover Feature

Members of the Indianapolis Bid Committee, left to right are Cathy Langham, IPS’ Eugene 
White, Mark Miles and Jack Swarbrick after they made the bid. Photo : The Star
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Indianapolis – A Championship City

Indiana Sports Corp played an active role in Super Bowl 
XLVI. The ISC began with its customary role in orga-
nizing the bid proposal and maintained an active pres-

ence in preparing for the event’s success.  For over three 
decades, ISC has fueled Indianapolis’ status as a “champion-
ship city.”
 Since 1979, Indianapolis has hosted more than 
400 national and international sporting events including 17 
U.S. Olympic Team Trials and 55 NCAA Championship 
events.  Recently named a participant in the NCAA Cham-
pionship City program and serving as host of the inaugu-
ral Big Ten Football Championship Game, Indianapolis is 
already planning the following events following the Super 
Bowl:

• 2012-2015 Big Ten Football Championship Game
• 2012, 2014 & 2016 Big Ten Men’s & Women’s Basketball 
Tournaments
• 2012-2017 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Div-
ing Championships
• 2013 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament – Regional
• 2013 NCAA Division I Men’s Lacrosse Championship    
     - Quarterfinals
• 2015 NCAA Men’s Final Four
• 2016 NCAA Women’s Final Four

Past and Planned Events
NCAA National Events 

•  NCAA Woman of the Year Awards Dinner, annually since 
1998 

•  NCAA Convention, 2002, 2006, 2012, 2018 
•  NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship - Final 

Four, 1980, 1991, 1997, 2000, 2006, 2010, 2015 
•  NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Championship - Final 

Four, 2005, 2011, 2016 
•  NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship - Region-

al, 1979, 2009, 2013 
•  NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Championship - First/

Second Rounds, 1982, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1996, 
1999, 2003, 2005 

•  NCAA Division II Gold Championships, 2010 
•  NCAA Division I Rowing Championships, 2002 
•  NCAA Division I Men’s Swimming & Diving Champion-

ships, 1983, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1995, 
2013, 2017 

•  NCAA Division I Women’s Swimming & Diving Cham-

pionships, 1984, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2000, 
2013, 2017 

•  NCAA Division II Men’s Swimming & Diving Champion-
ships, 2015, 2016 

•  NCAA Division II Women’s Swimming & Diving Champi-
onships, 2015, 2016 

•  NCAA Division III Men’s Swimming & Diving Champion-
ships 2012, 2014 

•  NCAA Division III Women’s Swimming & Diving Champi-
onships 2012, 2014 

•  NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track & Field 
Championships, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994; 
(Division I and II): 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 

•  NCAA Division I Women’s Outdoor Track & Field Cham-
pionships, 1986 

•  NCAA Division I Women’s Volleyball Championships, 1987 
•  NCAA Division I Water Polo Championship, 1989 

 Other Collegiate Events 
•  Big Ten Women’s Basketball Tournament, 1995, 1996, 1997, 

1998, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2016 

•  Big Ten Men’s Basketball Tournament, 2002, 2004, 2006, 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2016

•  Big Ten Men’s Basketball Tip-Off Luncheon, 1993, 1994 
•  Big Ten Women’s Basketball Tip-Off Luncheon, 1992, 1993, 

1994, 1995, 1996 
•  Big Ten Men’s and Women’s Outdoor Track & Field Cham-

pionships, 1989 
•  Big Ten Men’s Swimming & Diving Championships, 1983, 

1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1993 
•  Big Ten Women’s Swimming & Diving Championships, 

1987, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2000 
•  Big Ten Football Championship Game, 2011, 2012, 2013, 

2014, 2015 
•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Base-

ball Championship, 1996, 2005 
•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 

Basketball Championship, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1993, 1994, 
2004 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Wom-
en’s Basketball Championship, 1994, 1998 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 
& Women’s Cross Country Championships, 1979, 1980, 
1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1998, 2006 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 
Golf Championship, 1983, 1988, 1991, 1993, 2006 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Wom-
en’s Golf Championship, 2006 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 
Indoor Track & Field Championships, 1989, 1991, 1992, 
1998 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Wom-
en’s Indoor Track & Field Championships, 1998 
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•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 
& Women’s Outdoor Track & Field Championships, 
1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Men’s 
Soccer Championship, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1996, 
1998, 1999 

•  Horizon League (Midwestern Collegiate Conference) Wom-
en’s Soccer Championship, 1993, 1994, 1997, 1998, 
1999, 2004 

Sports-Related Organizations with Headquarters 
in Indianapolis 

• American College of Sports Medicine 
• Black Coaches Association 
• Central Indiana Tennis Association 
• Circle City Classic 
• Indiana Golf Association 
• Indiana High School Athletic Association 
• Indiana Horse Council 
• Indiana PGA 
• Indiana Sports Corporation 
• Indiana Swimming Inc. 
• Indiana University Sports Medicine Drug Identification Lab 
• Central Hockey League 
• International Institute of Sport, Science and Medicine 
• Horizon League (formerly Midwestern Collegiate Confer        
   ence) 
• National Association of Governors’ Councils on Physical 
  Fitness & Sports 
• National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
• National Federation of State High School Associations 
• National Institute for Fitness & Sport 
• Indiana Youth Soccer Association 
• USA Gymnastics 
• USA Track & Field 
• U.S. Diving, Inc. 
• U.S. Rowing Association 
• U.S. Synchronized Swimming 

Indiana Sports Corporation 
The city’s success and development as a major player in at-
tracting sporting events and businesses is mirrored by the 
growth of Indiana Sports Corporation (ISC), one of the co-
hosts of the 2004 World Swimming Championships. 
 When it became clear that Indianapolis would be-
gin its sports strategy, community leaders formed a not-for-
profit organization to funnel the tasks of researching and 
attracting top sporting events and businesses to the city.  In 
1979, ISC was founded as a private organization to repre-
sent the city in the amateur and Olympic sports market-
place.  It was the first “sports commission,” in the United 
States, while today more than 150 organizations exist in the 
country similar to ISC. 

While the India-
napolis Colts 

suffered the loss of 
their marquee quar-
terback to injury be-
fore the season start-
ed, their dream to be 
the first team to play a 
home game at the Su-
per Bowl soon faded.  
Yet Peyton Manning’s 
protector—center Jeff 
Saturday—is credited 
as one of the heroes of 
the labor negotiations 
that saved the season 
and thereby ensured 
his city’s first-ever op-
portunity to host the 
game.
 Saturday was one of the few labor negotiators 
who participated in every meeting and he formed an 
unpredictable alliance with the owner of the Colt’s arch-
enemy, Patriots owner Robert Kraft.  Indeed, the endur-
ing photograph of the labor agreement press conference 
is the oversized Saturday engulfing Kraft in a hug.
 Casual observers of the picture might find it 
strange because of the gridiron rivalry or the “players 
versus owners” drama that transpired from last year’s Su-
per Bowl to an abbreviated summer camp.  But a much 
more profound exchange had just occurred.  In his re-
marks to the media, Saturday credited Kraft as “a man 
who helped us save football.”
 Indeed, the person he was really thanking was 
Kraft’s widow Myra who succumbed to her long battle 
with cancer in the days leading up the final agreement.  
“A special thanks to Myra Kraft, who even in her weak-
est moment allowed Mr. Kraft to come and fight this 
out,” said Saturday.  “Without him, this deal does not 
get done…We had all been made aware of Myra’s condi-
tion, and we talked about it from time to time….and 
yet, he would consistently tell us, ‘She wants me here. 
She thinks this is important not only for our game, but 
for America.’”

Rivals Team Up 
to Save Season

AP Photo/ Carolyn Kaster

Cover Feature
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The 
Playbook

Forbes lists the Super Bowl as the most lucrative sporting event brand in the 
world. The event generates an astounding $420 million and outshines the #2 
ranked Olympics by almost $200 million. Coupled with the potential to attract 
over 110 million viewers, the gravity of the Big Game is hard to overstate. 

But Indianapolis has shown, unlike any other host, that the energy of an event 
like the Super Bowl can be channeled to build a better city. Indy’s unprecedented 
Super Bowl legacy began as a community center in a troubled part of town and 
has burgeoned to a citywide mobilization. By investing in a spirit of community 
and rallying an army of volunteers, Indianapolis is showing the world how to 
build a great city by beginning with great neighborhoods.

istockphoto.com
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Visionary Community Development 
Plan Earns Legacy Project 
By Bill Taft

In summer 2007, thousands of Indianapolis residents turned 
out for an unprecedented opportunity: to create quality-of-
life plans for their own neighborhoods. Six low-income 

communities had been selected to design plans for improving 
all aspects of neighborhood life, including education, housing, 
health, safety, and the arts. Among those neighborhoods selected 
was the Near Eastside, a community of 40,000 residents known 
for having one of the nation’s highest home foreclosure rates.

A Quality Boost
The planning effort, called the Great Indy Neighborhoods 
Initiatives (GINI), had grown out of a citywide summit co-
sponsored by then-Mayor Bart Peterson and a number of 
other community development leaders. The summit was in-
tended to reenergize community development groups that 
had started up in the late 1980s, but seemed, 15 years later, 
to be operating without much direction or enthusiasm. The 
summit had proven to be a rousing success, and a diverse 
group of civic leaders joined with Indianapolis’ Local Initia-
tives Support Corporation (LISC) to launch GINI. 
 The quality-of-life plans for six neighborhoods—
the Binford Area, Crooked Creek, the Near Westside, the 
Southeast Neighborhood, West Indianapolis, and the Near 
Eastside—were presented to Mayor Greg Ballard in April 
2008. The plan was initially funded with $2 million as-
sembled by LISC, but partners have since leveraged $170 
million in additional investment. Participants report that 
the planning process forged unexpected partnerships and 
sparked new civic energy. Each month, hundreds of resi-
dents continue to attend task-force meetings to carry out 
their neighborhood plans.
 GINI has also inspired the city to change its own 
approach to community development. Neighborhood plan-
ning efforts that used to involve only a handful of leaders 
now engage a wide range of residents, thanks to a process 
promoted through GINI for relationship building. More 
important, community development planners no longer 
dominate the meetings; the city now lets residents set the 
agenda. 
 In designing GINI, LISC and its partners drew on 
a new approach to community development already under-
way in places like Chicago and the South Bronx. LISC of-
fices had traditionally focused on real-estate development 
as the vehicle for improving life in low-income neighbor-
hoods. But that approach produced limited results and left 
many residents out of the agenda-setting process as well as 

the implementation of goals and projects for community 
development.
 The new approach through GINI acknowledges 
that neighborhood transformation means improving not 
only the physical spaces, but also services, safety, employ-
ment and human relationships. Furthermore, it seeks to en-
gage as diverse a group of residents as possible. The GINI 
quality-of-life plans were devised during a series of com-
munity meetings held in churches, community centers, and 
school gymnasiums in each of the participating neighbor-
hoods. 
 The GINI approach also requires a deeper commit-
ment to each community. Selecting only six neighborhoods 
for GINI may have been a politically unpopular move, but 
it was driven by a desire to achieve real change with limited 
resources instead of spreading those resources around to 
give each neighborhood a token amount of support. Con-
centrating limited resources allowed for more significant 
impact. 
 Before GINI, LISC community development 
efforts achieved anecdotal progress but not fundamen-
tal change in the dynamics of most neighborhoods. Now 
through GINI those dynamics are changing. In the Crooked 
Creek neighborhood, residents organized to win a $500,000 
federal grant to improve pedestrian safety at one of the city’s 
most dangerous intersections. In the past, various groups 
had lobbied intermittently for the improvement with little 
success, but once it was stated as a priority in the quality-of-
life plan, neighbors focused their political energy to make 
it happen. As a result, fired-up residents have turned out to 
zoning meetings like never before.
 Across the city GINI participants reported new civ-
ic participation in their neighborhoods. On the Near West-
side, GINI brought together culturally diverse residents and 
neighborhood groups that had previously worked in isola-
tion. Neighborhood associations that used to draw only a 
handful of senior citizens are now attracting youth, young 
parents, and new immigrants. Together they were able to 
accrue $140,000 in crime prevention grants for street light-
ing and public safety events. 

Near Eastside Wins Out
The GINI process showed its most powerful impact when 
the Near Eastside neighborhood became the focus of the 
most ambitious community development effort in local 
memory. 
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 Once a thriving working-class community, the 
Near Eastside was devastated by the closing of two manu-
facturing plants in the 1980s and with it the loss of thou-
sands of well-paying jobs. Ancillary businesses followed as 
two of the three nearby large shopping centers shut down. 
Homes were abandoned, and crime rose along with high 
school dropout rates. Still, the diverse neighborhood—
about 60% white, 25% African American, and 15% La-
tino—retained its activist can-do spirit. Yet for many years, 
neighborhood groups lacked the resources to work together 
on any large-scale neighborhood improvement. 

That changed with GINI. 

 In 2008, civic leaders decided that Indianapolis 
should make an attempt to attract Super Bowl XLVI, after 
losing the bid for the Super Bowl in 2011. They also cre-
ated a Legacy component that would benefit the city long 
after the Big Game. Bid committee co-chair Mark Miles 
informally spread the word about this opportunity and was 
presented with ideas from a wide range of prominent non-
profit institutions. 
 LISC heard about the call for Legacy projects, and 
it sparked the idea of pitching the implementation of a 
quality-of-life plan as the Legacy Project. Miles responded 
positively to the initial concept, which led to a close fo-
cus by bid committee leaders on the feasibility of such a 
venture. The proposed Super Bowl–neighborhood linkage 
could only work if there was a compelling neighborhood 
vision and capacity at the grassroots level to engage with a 
flood of new resources and partners.  
 All the neighborhoods that LISC had selected to 
create quality-of-life plans had strong neighborhood orga-
nizations able to draw hundreds of residents into the plan-
ning process, but the Near Eastside stood out above the 
rest. In June 2007, a total of 100 nonprofits and businesses 
and 600 residents turned out for a series of small-group 
discussions held around tables in Arsenal Technical High 
School’s gymnasium. 
 The committee also viewed the Near Eastside plan 
as a model for neighborhood revitalization across Indianap-
olis. Miles thought if this initiative could be made success-
ful by using the deadline and excitement of the Super Bowl, 
then perhaps it could become a template post–Super Bowl 
for people to rally around in other neighborhoods.
 On May 20, 2008, NFL Commissioner Roger 
Goodell stepped out of the owners’ meeting to announce 
that Indianapolis had won its bid. He praised the city’s en-
thusiasm and highlighted the Near Eastside Legacy Project. 
With the backing of the Super Bowl Host Committee, $2 
million in Legacy funds would go toward building a much-
needed youth recreation center on the campus of Arsenal 

Tech High School. And that wasn’t all. The city’s Super 
Bowl Host Committee also agreed to help the neighbor-
hood raise funds to repair, rehab, and build 250 to 300 
homes in St. Clair Place, a blighted 32-square-block area in 
the heart of the Near Eastside. All homes receiving an in-
tervention would meet high standards for energy efficiency, 
which would save low-income homeowners money. The 
city would replace curbs and sidewalks and build “green al-
leys” to drain rainwater. 
 Additional funds would go to redevelop a two-
mile stretch of the neighborhood’s downtrodden commer-
cial district on East 10th Street by upgrading façades and 
recruiting businesses to fill abandoned buildings. The city 
would add parking spaces, bike lanes, and more crosswalks 
to encourage pedestrian traffic. It also agreed to speed up 
the development of a walking trail that would intersect with 
East 10th Street.
 To guide these projects and seek additional ways of 
supporting the implementation of the quality-of-life plan, a 
new Legacy Initiative Steering Committee was established. 
Civic leaders on the committee overseeing the Legacy Proj-
ect agreed to co-chair each subcommittee with a neighbor-
hood resident. Mark Miles and longtime resident Anne 
Marie Hanlon now co-chair the Legacy committee. This 
partnership has benefited both partners, with civic leaders 
receiving feedback on how effective their programs are, and 
neighborhood residents benefiting from the outside exper-
tise and access to resource networks. The momentum for 
change within the community and the friendships that have 
sprung up between civic leaders and residents will outlast 
the Legacy Project, evidenced by the number of Legacy vol-
unteers who have already been incorporated into standing 
committees and boards of community organizations. 
 The Super Bowl Legacy Project has already dem-
onstrated the power of linking effective grassroots organiza-
tions with the power of civic leadership structures. While 
the $100 million in investment obtained through Legacy 
partnerships is the first fruit of this powerful team, it points 
toward even greater opportunities ahead. Since most of these 
investments came from sources that have no direct affilia-
tion with the Super Bowl, why not expand this approach of 
aligning broad civic resources behind a targeted grassroots 
vision to address many more urban neighborhoods? Actual-
ly, the opportunity for replicating this approach on a larger 
scale is already under discussion, and when the Big Game is 
over in 2012, Indianapolis will continue to build on its first 
victory on the Near Eastside. 

Bill Taft is the executive director of Local Initiatives Support Corpora-
tion Indianapolis.

The Playbook
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Indianapolis’        for Building a 
Better Community:  Volunteers

R
By Wesley Cate

When a charmingly brash Dennis Hopper appeared 
on a video screen in front of 32 NFL team owners 
in 2008, he told them, “Indianapolis doesn’t host 

events; it employs some special alchemy to transform them.” 
Hopper’s words could not have been more insightful. Since 
winning the Super Bowl bid in 2008, Indianapolis has mobi-
lized in ways far beyond what anyone expected. So what is the 
city’s secret sauce? Volunteers.
 A recent article in Indianapolis Business Journal of-
fered some staggering statistics concerning the upcoming Su-
per Bowl: 8,000 volunteers of the 13,000 that signed up will 
collectively commit 17 years worth of time to make the Super 
Bowl happen. Seventeen years! And this is not just any ol’ vol-
unteer mobilization. Participants are being employed at every 
level of the Super Bowl event machine. The IBJ article goes on 
to explain that, “Nearly every Super Bowl function—includ-
ing insurance, human resources, and legal work—is farmed 
out to volunteers. About 200 leaders of 60 organizational 
committees manage some 900 committee members involved 
in planning, while another 7,100 volunteers will be deployed 
through 25 teams during the event.” Even those that wouldn’t 
normally be able to volunteer have participated by knitting 
8,000 Super Scarves to keep the outdoor crew warm. 
 Ever since Indy won the bid in 2008 volunteers have 
been working around the clock for their super city. Most im-
pressively, a once blighted 44-square block community on 
the near eastside of Indianapolis is being revitalized through 
a plan built and implemented by neighborhood residents and 
community leaders. Since the initiative began in 2008, 4,000 
volunteers have been directed toward the neighborhood effort 
alongside $150 million in state and philanthropic dollars. To 
date, 250-300 homes have received some type of improve-
ment; a community center was built; and businesses are start-
ing to return to the area. For the Lilly Day of Service held in 
2011, 8,000 Eli Lilly & Co employees volunteered at 46 sites 
across the city and contributed hours and service valued at 
$2 million. For Indy’s Super Cure, hundreds have volunteered 
and hundreds more have donated breast tissue to the Susan G. 
Komen tissue bank, the only one of its kind in the world, in 
the hope of helping find a cure for cancer. Five hundred vol-
unteers descended on 32 Indianapolis parks to refurbish and 
beautify for the Super City Clean and Green initiative. And 
the list goes on.
 Perhaps the most tangible expression of Indianapolis’ 
special alchemy comes in the form of corporate citizenship.  
Echoing its past when the city built the Hoosier Dome before 

landing a NFL franchise, Indianapolis is the first city in his-
tory to fully fund its Super Bowl budget before winning its 
bid to host the game.  This is not merely an interesting anec-
dote.  It displays the city’s corporate leadership in fulfilling the 
sports strategy. Prior to the winning bid presentation before 
NFL owners in May 2008, the Host Committee had already 
raised $25 million. This corporate engagement was unpredict-
ably useful given the economy’s downturn and the NFL labor 
strike. As the game kicks off, the committee has raised $26 
million plus $2 million in in-kind donations.  
 These numbers are a testament that the city’s civic 
spirit isn’t something that has just happened because of the Big 
Game. Indianapolis has been building its volunteer base as an 
asset for years. As Mark Miles and James Taylor point out (“A 
Lasting Legacy—Indianapolis Style” pg 6), Indianapolis has 
been using volunteers in its sports strategy long before it won 
the Super Bowl bid in 2008. In 1987, for instance, the Pan 
Am games held in Indianapolis mobilized 36,000 volunteers 
to make the event happen. Through events like these the city 
has built a culture of civic engagement that the Indiana Sports 
Corporation has made part and parcel of its hosting strategy—
something Chicago, a competitor with Indy’s strategy, will 
have difficulty replicating. 
 There are economic benefits to the way Indy does 
sports business as well. According to Indy’s Economic Devel-
opment Portal, a 1993 study cited Indianapolis as the only 
US city that realized tangible, economic benefits from its in-
vestment in sports. Since 1979, the city has hosted over 400 
national and international sporting events with an economic 
impact of over $2 billion. That impact would not have been 
realized if not for the donated time and effort from Hoosiers 
willing to make sporting events happen. 
 As a final word, John Miller, author of The Big Scrum 
wrote, “I came to realize that these contests are more than 
athletic competitions. They are cultural rituals of deep signifi-
cance. They not only unite a diverse campus of engineering 
students and English majors, but they also create a commu-
nity of fans across a region and beyond.” Likewise, Super Bowl 
XLVI has helped unify Hoosiers across economic and cultural 
divides. After February 5, the thrill of competition will fade 
as sports fans make their way back to their homes. Yet for In-
dianapolis, the euphoria will give way to a profound legacy—
sparked by sports and given life through neighbors. 
 The mosaic on the following pages depicts some of 
the Indianapolis Super Bowl committee’s many initiatives 
made possible by the city’s volunteers.
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Legacy Projects

Children across Indiana are coloring cards with their 
favorite things about Indiana to welcome Super Bowl 
visitors. The goal is to collect 18,000 cards from all 92 
Indiana counties. They will be placed in hotel rooms 
to provide a personal welcome for guests. As of early 

November, over 7,000 have been completed.

Super Kids, Super Welcome

The Super Bowl Host Committee has partnered with 
the Susan G. Komen for the Cure Tissue Bank to create 
Indy Super Cure. The tissue bank, located at the Indi-
ana University Simon Cancer Center in Indianapolis, 
collects breast tissue to aid in breast cancer research. 
The goals of Indy Super Cure are to raise awareness 

about the Komen Tissue Bank, gather a greater variety 
of tissue donations, and fund-raise to support breast 

cancer research. 

Indy Super Cure

As the gateway to the Near Eastside neighborhood, the 10th 
Street corridor has been the focus of intensive revitalization 
efforts. Nearly $1 million worth of streetscape improvements 

and beautification projects have created a streetscape that 
is both attractive as well as pedestrian and bike friendly. The 

East 10th Civic Association’s efforts to attract business owners 
have also transformed the area. Pogue’s Run Grocer, a mem-

ber-owned food coop, opened in late 2010, as did Little Green 
Bean Boutique, a children’s clothing store. In the spring of 
2012, Tim and Julie’s Another Fine Mess, an antiques store, 

will add to the business community.

Buisness Redevelopment on 10th St. 

 Beverly Saddler

The Playbook

Through a collaborative effort between Riley Chil-
dren’s Foundation, Basket of Hope, Coach Caldwell, 
and Tony Dungy, 7,000 baskets containing a number 

of fun items will be delivered to hospitalized children 
in each of the 32 NFL cities. NFL players, coaches, and 
volunteers will deliver the baskets to children who are 

seriously ill.

Super Baskets of Hope

superbasketsofhope.org
Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Danese Kenon/The Star
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Volunteers have knitted over 8,000 blue and white 
scarves to provide Super Bowl volunteers and hospital-

ity employees with some extra warmth. 

Super Scarves

Under the auspices of HealthNet, the People’s Health and 
Dental Center provides medical and dental services to the 
Near Eastside community regardless of a patient’s ability 

to pay. The center is now open and expects to serve 42,000 
patients each year. The project cost $6.6 million and incorpo-

rates green technologies.

People’s Health Center

About $49 million has been mobilized to build, repair, 
and renovate properties across Indianapolis’s Near 

Eastside. Many of the revitalized homes and apartments 
are coupled with programming and incentives tailored 

to the needs of the community.

Housing

The Super Bowl Host Committee set a goal of planting 2,012 
trees on the Near Eastside before the Big Game. Through a 
partnership between Keep Indianapolis Beautiful and the 
John H. Boner Community Center, the goal has been sur-

passed with 2,723 trees planted.

2,012 Trees

In December 2010 Pogue’s Run Grocer opened in a commu-
nity where a lack of full-service grocery stores limited access 
to healthful food.  Now residents on the Near Eastside can 

purchase fresh, locally sourced groceries.  As a project of the 
Indy Food Co-op, Pogue’s Run is owned by local members.  
They are also committed to providing education on health 

and nutrition. 

Beverly Saddler

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

NUVO/Catherine Green
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On October 6, 2011, over 8,000 Lilly employees con-
tributed to a variety of projects that enhanced outdoor 
living spaces. The employees planted hundreds of trees 

and other greenery, painted murals, and improved 
other outdoor public spaces. Volunteers worked at 
46 different sites, but Near Eastside neighborhoods 
received particular attention in partnership with the 

Super Bowl Legacy projects. The volunteer hours and 
materials donated to Indianapolis in this program are 

valued at over $2 million. 

Lilly Day of Service

The First and Green program was developed by the 
Super Bowl Host Committee to educate citizens about 

ways to offset their carbon footprint and conserve 
water. One way they are doing this is by working with 

170 high school students—called the Green Corps—to 
plant trees, promote recycling, and support community 
beautification projects. The program is also helping the 
make the 2012 Super Bowl an environmentally respon-
sible event. To date, the program has helped offset over 
one million pounds of carbon and conserve 1.2 million 

gallos of water.

Super Learning in a Super State is a program that has 
been implemented in the last 11 Super Bowl host cities 

and is now underway in Indiana. The K–12 program 
utilizes the Super Bowl to teach literacy, health and 

fitness, environmental awareness, community service, 
character education, and interdisciplinary learning. 
Teachers can access and use free lesson plans that 

relate to the Super Bowl, which are connected to state 
educational standards. There is also a media compo-
nent that uses documentaries to expose students to 

good role models. In its 11 years, more than one million 
students have participated in the program.

Super City Clean and Green is an initiative of the 
Super Bowl Host Committee to refurbish and beautify 

32 parks across Indianapolis. On October 22, more 
than 500 volunteers participated in park cleanup 

projects—one of the biggest park service projects in 
Indianapolis history. As part of the event, a technology 
recycling drive was held to collect and safely dispose of 
unwanted electronic devices. Additionally, Indianapolis 
Power and Light distributed energy-efficient lightbulbs 

to citizens who brought electronics to recycle.

Super City Clean and Green
The Playbook

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Super Learning in a Super State
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By Zoe Sandvig Erler

From L.A. to Indy: 
NFL Charities Leaves a Lasting Legacy

Beginning with the 1993 Pasa-
dena Super Bowl, the NFL has 
been leaving behind a legacy in 

the form of Youth Education Towns 
(YETs) in each of the Super Bowl host 
cities. Spurred on by the 1992 L.A. 
Riots that ravaged the city the year 
before, NFL Charities (NFLC), the 
nonprofit arm of the National Foot-
ball League (NFL), contributed a $1 
million grant—with a one-to-one $1 
million challenge requirement of host 
cities to raise matching funds from 
among the local community—to 
open a youth center that would fos-
ter tolerance and understanding as 
well as provide a variety of supportive 
services for local youth and families.  
“After the race riots, we couldn’t just 
pick up and leave,” David Krichavsky, 
director of community affairs for NFL 
Charities told the Tampa Bay Times 
in 2009. “So we built an after-school 
facility there.” The first NFLC gift 
was more than matched by a long list 
of donors that even included Garth 
Brooks.
“The community was experienc-
ing a lot of volatility while the NFL 
was planning to bring a Super Bowl 
to town later that year,” said Lynda 

Hamilton, manager of NFLC. “The 
league wanted to do more than simply 
bring the game, so importance was 
also placed on finding an innovative 
way to address some of the pressing 
human needs of the host community. 
A lasting legacy that included educa-
tional enrichment, safety, and toler-
ance was conceived.”
Fast-forward to 2012. By this point, 
NFLC has contributed to the opening 
of YETs in multiple Super Bowl host 
cities across the country, for an overall 
contribution totaling over $22 mil-
lion. Indianapolis’ YET is the newest. 
Located on Arsenal Technical High 
School’s campus, the 27,000-square-
foot Chase Near Eastside Legacy 
Center (which houses the Indianapo-
lis YET) is the first YET to be com-
pleted before its founding Super Bowl 
is actually played. The total funding 
matched against the $1 million from 
NFLC has reached over $11 million. 
The new center features a state-of-the-
art fitness center, a world-class gym, a 
football field, a track, an educational 
kitchen as well as educational and cul-
tural programming for youths. 
Although the particulars vary from 
city to city, every YET offers a vari-

ety of after-school activities, fitness 
and recreational outlets, tutoring, 
job training, technology and multi-
media labs, and life skills develop-
ment for youth in underserved areas 
of the community. For instance, the 
Arizona YET is part of a full-day char-
ter school managed by a community 
development group and the YET in 
Tampa was founded in partnership 
with the local parks and recreation 
department. Additionally, opening 
a YET always requires a local youth 
service partner to operate the daily ac-
tivities provided to youth. Local orga-
nizations like the Boys & Girls Clubs 
of America (BGCA) have frequently 
served as the operating organiza-
tion for many of the previous YETs. 
“The goal is to provide seed funding 
and a framework for identifying pro-
grams and then leave them as gifts to 
the host cities to steward and sustain 
them for their own youth in the long 
term,” Hamilton explained. The NFL 
does not remain involved as a manag-
ing partner beyond the Super Bowl; 
however, NFLC continues to provide 
programmatic grants, in-kind gifts, 
and many other resources to existing 
YETs.  For Indianapolis, the John H. 

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee
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YETs by year of construction 
• 1993—Los Angeles
• 1994—Atlanta 
• 1995—Miami
• 1997—Phoenix
• 1999—Fort Lauderdale
• 2001—Tampa
• 2002—New Orleans
• 2004—Houston
• 2005—Jacksonville
• 2006—Detroit
• 2009—Hawaii
• 2011—North Texas
• 2012—Indianapolis

Boner Community Center will op-
erate the YET and will draw on 12 
different nonprofits that will provide 
around 200 hours of programming 
every week. 
The plan for the YET in Indianapo-
lis has surpassed all others in terms 
of the scope of its services and scale 
for integration into its neighborhood 
beyond being an after-school center. 
Not only is this YET the largest and 
most comprehensively partnered YET 
to date, but the NFL has never before 
seen its Legacy grant dollars inspire 
such widespread neighborhood trans-
formation.
“The entire Near Eastside Legacy 
Project that this Super Bowl Host 
Committee has developed for India-
napolis, starting with the $1 million 
Super Bowl Legacy grant, will pro-
duce life-changing effects for youth 
and families beyond anything we’ve 
ever seen,” Hamilton said. “I have 
never seen any challenge-match gift 
leveraged to the extent that this one 
has been, with the level of community 
awareness, with such a wide range of 
services and beneficiaries. It goes way 
beyond NFLC’s $1 million—actually 
more than a 10-to-1 match. However, 
we will definitely see that the benefi-
cial effects for this wonderful neigh-
borhood will affect youth, families, 
Arsenal Tech High School, the envi-
ronment, etc., way beyond measure.”

The Playbook

Indy’s Student 
Ambassadors 

On March 8, 2008, thirty-two Indiana middle schoolers 
scheduled to graduate high school in 2012 boarded flights 
(courtesy of Northwest Airlines) and traveled across the 
United States with a charge to bring the Super Bowl to 
Indianapolis. The student ambassadors, selected through 
an NFL-style draft based on their academic and commu-
nity achievements, set out with their chaperones to hand-
deliver binders full of information to convince the NFL that 
Indianapolis should be the host city for Super Bowl XLVI. 
The students’ participation in the bid represented Indiana’s 
deep commitment to community—the selling point that 
ultimately convinced the NFL to award Indianapolis the 
prize. The Super Bowl Bid Committee also chose to use 
the student ambassadors in order to cultivate their per-
sonal development and growth with the hope of them one 
day becoming civic leaders. 
 Upon returning home, the students handed the 
torch off to the President of the Indianapolis Super Bowl 
Bid Committee Mark Miles and Indiana Public School (IPS) 
Superintendant Dr. Eugene White. Since their initial travels, 
the students have remained involved in Super Bowl XLVI 
development programs and community service efforts.

Indianapolissuperbowl.com
2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee
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More Than A Game
Since Indianapolis was tapped as the host of Super Bowl XLVI, Sagamore has been convening events and engaging in 
projects that highlight how sports, character, and civic responsibility go hand in hand. Through our “More Than a Game” 
event series, we have showcased sports, civic, and political leaders who have used their influence to transform communities.

On July 15, 2010, Danny Wuerffel, Heisman Trophy winner and 
former NFL player, shared with Sagamore guests how his journey 
had taken him far from the gridiron to the scrappy streets of New 
Orleans’ Ninth Ward where he began working with Desire Street 
Ministries.

Sagamore recently collaborated with WFYI channel 20 and the 
Derwin Smiley Show to produce a 30-minute documentary- 
called More Than a Game: The Indy Super Bowl Legacy. The doc-
umentary aired on June 13, 2011 and highlighted the amazing 
stories of Indianapolis’ Near Eastside and the Super Bowl Legacy 
Project.

Hailed by the Chronicle of Higher Education as “one of the best 
literary journalists in the country,” John J. Miller author of the 
new hit The Big Scrum: How Teddy Roosevelt Saved Football, made 
a guest appearance at Sagamore on July 14, 2011. The Big Scrum 
tells the story of Roosevelt’s persistent influence in the earliest 
days of the game’s existence and his prominent role in protecting 
football from extinction.

On July 28, 2011 Sagamore teamed up with Office Depot Foun-
dation to hold a conversation on community renewal. The event 
featured Bill Benner, senior associate commissioner for external 
affairs for the Horizon League, alongside members of Indianapo-
lis’ community of corporate citizens. They shared the lessons they 
have learned through their involvement in the Super Bowl Leg-
acy Project and how businesses can use their resources to impact 
struggling communities. Additionally, key volunteers spoke on 
their personal experiences serving on Indianapolis’ Near Eastside.

Following the Super Bowl, former Colts punter Hunter Smith 
and his jersey will join All Pro Dad’s Darrin Gray at Sagamore In-
stitute to host a series of talks exploring how sports shape culture 
and character.

Desire Street Ministries

WFYI

Bevelry Saddler Beverly Saddler

Bevelry Saddler
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The Jersey Effect
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The Jersey Effect provides a window into my soul:
What do you do when you achieve something that 
you have strived for all of your life? For most Na-

tional Football League (NFL) athletes, winning the Super 
Bowl is the single most important goal they could achieve. 
But five years out from our world championship, alongside 
10 of my teammates and coaches I provide glimpses of what 
really lies beyond the championship ring. 
 Of course, I’ll never forget that February night in 
2007. It was undoubtedly the pinnacle of my professional 
career—we had climbed the mountain and the monkey was 
finally off our back. Following our 29–17 victory against 
the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl XLI in Miami, we cel-
ebrated with “confetti and fireworks in the rain.” We were 
all going to get a championship ring! 
 It’d been a long road for us Colts. Sure, it was awe-
some to be a part of a team that had accumulated 115 wins 
in a 10-year span, giving us the most successful organiza-
tional decade in NFL history. But the Big One—the Su-
per Bowl—it took forever to win. We were always in con-
tention, but most of the national media and even some of 
our fans believed we’d continue to choke annually in the 
play-offs like we had against number-6-seeded Pittsburgh 
in 2005.
 Then came 2006. I still don’t know how we won 
our championship rings; it was truly remarkable. (In fact, 
that’ll probably be a question that I will ask God when I ar-
rive in heaven.) Our defense was not very good, but we were 
all-around pretty atrocious in ’06. Against Jacksonville, in 
week 14 of the regular season, we surrendered 375 rushing 
yards in a game, a staggering 12.4 yards per rush. Maurice 
Jones-Drew rushed for 165 yards and Fred Taylor went for 
131. I’ll say it again: 375 rushing yards—the second-highest 
total in NFL history. Are you kidding me?
 I vividly remember standing on the sidelines dur-
ing a kickoff that game and hearing the announcer say over 
the stadium speakers: “If Maurice Jones-Drew runs this 
kickoff for a touchdown, some lucky Jaguar will win 20,000 
dollars!” Next thing I knew, Maurice sprinted right by me. 
All I did was turn my head. Then I hung my head. “Touch-
down!” Not good, not good at all.
 We were last in the league that year in rushing de-
fense, yielding 2,768 total yards with 5.3 yards per carry, 
and last in return defense, surrendering 2,029 yards with 
26.0 per return. Overall, our defense ranked 21st in the 

league, surrendering 332.3 yards per game. And remember, 
these were the stats from a Super Bowl team. Unbelievable.
 Even so, we were still winning. We totaled 12 wins 
for the fourth time in four years, won the American Football 
Conference (AFC) South for the fourth time in a row, and 
even won our first nine games. At that point, the media and 
fans didn’t care about winning in the regular season, since 
for the last half-decade we had already proved we could do 
that. Everyone, rather, was interested in one thing and one 
thing only: a Super Bowl win. And the city was peeved with 
how many yards we were giving up, but this collective jersey 
adversity shaped us. It made our victory even more special 
than if we had just cruised all the way to the podium in 
Miami to get the trophy.
 That collective jersey adversity is what made 2006 
special. We all had to come together and create quite a bit of 
synergy to get the job done. Come play-off time—despite 
the critics of our defense and special teams—that’s exactly 
what we did. In the AFC wild-card play-off game against 
Kansas City, our defense silenced the skeptics by holding 
Larry Johnson to 32 yards on 13 carries. We won 23–8. 
Still, everyone thought our defensive performance that 
game was a fluke. But we did it the next game, too, against 
the Ravens and earned our first play-off return to Baltimore 
since our great “Mayflower Voyage” of March of 1984. We 
proved that it wasn’t a fluke, by holding the Ravens to 83 
total rushing yards in a 15–6 win. What a big win! But it 
still was not enough. 
 Next was the AFC Championship in Indianapo-
lis against you-know-who . . . the New England Patriots. 
Once again, it looked like we were going to choke in the 
play-offs as we entered halftime trailing our nemesis (as my 
teammate Jeff Saturday so aptly referred to them) 21–6. It 
looked as though we were en route to losing to them for the 
third postseason in four years:

Lost 24–14 in 2003. 

Lost 20–3 in 2004. 

And now this. 

 At halftime, not a soul in the locker room sincerely 
believed we could win the game. This had become all-too-
routine. You make it this far, and then New England tram-
ples your dreams. We all knew this was what New England 
did.  They thrived in the postseason; we staggered in the 

Beyond the World Championship Ring
By Hunter Smith
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postseason. They were a dynasty; we were a 12-win team in 
the regular season. They won the Super Bowl; we won the 
AFC South. Look, I know that wins and losses are not the 
measure of a man, but “Lord, please help our Colts.” 
 So after a two-game play-off absence, Peyton Man-
ning and the offense returned stronger than ever, mount-
ing the greatest comeback in conference title game history, 
leading us to a 38–34 victory. (Needless to say, I didn’t do 
much punting in the second half of that game.)
 Winning the Super Bowl, of course, would be a big 
deal that year. But considering our history with New Eng-
land, just going to the Super Bowl was even bigger. When 
I came out to punt with a few minutes left in the Super 
Bowl championship game against Chicago, it finally hit 
me: we were going to win. After all those losses at Foxbor-
ough Stadium, all those defensive trials, all those play-off 
debacles, we were here, literally paces away from entering 
the Promised Land. A deluge of joy and restlessness to cel-
ebrate came over me. I remember looking up at the clock 
and seeing that there were eight seconds left and no more 
Chicago timeouts. That’s when it really hit me. It was over. 
What a huge relief!
 That’s when I tried to deny what I was feeling. 
Amidst the euphoria, tears, and elation that my jersey had 

brought me, there was an undeniable feeling that may sur-
prise some of you—emptiness. I felt it again on the plane 
ride back to the freezing temperatures of Indianapolis where 
tens of thousands of screaming fans had been waiting for 
hours to welcome us in the RCA dome. I looked at our 
chaplain Eric Simpson on the plane: “So this is it?” I asked. 
“This is what it feels like at the top of the stack, huh? Is this 
it?”
 I know that many of us felt the mixed emotions. 
A degree of joy coupled with emptiness. We won . . . now 
what? Whether or not all of my teammates will admit to 
it is another story. You accomplish something that is the 
number one objective in a lot of people’s lives, and a feeling 
of incompleteness screams from the winners on the Super 
Bowl plane. There was a distinctive loneliness—gnawing at 
my heart. 
 What would I do now? Strangely, all I know is 
that I realized there was a problem. What was beyond the 
ring (which was yet to be received), the trophy, and the un-
bridled passion to win? What now? My jersey affected me 
deeply. My soul was exposed.
 In The Jersey Effect, Coach Tony Dungy helps me il-
luminate that the NFL is a great “laboratory for life” but the 
problem is that “. . . most of the players and coaches around 
you have taken sports out of perspective and made it ‘the 
end-all’ of life’s focus.” Fame and fortune can hijack even 
the most well-intentioned players, feeding them subtle lies 
that football is a god. Many think that you must win at all 
costs, that fame can bring happiness, or that football is the 
most important thing. Tony’s first NFL coach Chuck Noll 
at the Pittsburgh Steelers taught him that life was about 
more than just football, and there’s no doubt about it that 
Tony’s championship rings were not what mattered most to 
him. That’s why he has invested so much time in so many 
people on and off the field. 
 We all need heroes, but what we need more than 
heroes are mentors and role models. The operative word is 
model. We need leaders who have been there before us and 
are willing to show the way. Tony served as this role mod-
el to me and to my teammates, who are now role models 
themselves.
 You see, sports have the power to unite us and sepa-
rate us, to ignite deep passions, to build community, and to 
amplify the voice of the athletes and coaches. People, like it 
or not, seem to listen a little more attentively to people who 
have worn a jersey. We are persuaded by athletes to buy all 
sorts of things. Athletes have long stumped for brands from 
razors and cars to beer. Sport-fame and fortune are usually 
fleeting.  Legends are made and forgotten. Championship 
rings won, soon become forgotten memories for all but the 
most loyal fans. A lot of NFL athletes end up broke, di-

Sports & Character
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vorced, depressed, unhappy, and wounded. We can all point 
to countless athletes who have fallen from grace because of 
handgun incidents, driving under the influence of drugs 
and alcohol, domestic violence, public divorce, child cus-
tody battles, and the list goes on. We see it every week on 
ESPN. At some level we are affected by it, and our young 
athletes and parents are left wondering, “Is this what it 
means to be a professional athlete?” 
 Tony teaches that to get a proper perspective, 
athletes must grow in four key dimensions: academically, 
athletically, socially, and spiritually. According to Tony, the 
“Jersey Effect” is a powerful way to live your life. It is not 
just about the influence that the jersey wields: it’s about a 
full 360 impact on those around us. Coach on player, player 
on coach, player on parents, team on community, you get 
the idea. It’s about sowing and reaping. It’s about iron sharp-
ening iron. It’s about pursuing the ultimate prize, which has 
little to do with an individual ring or a team trophy. 
 Last year while playing for the Redskins, I dropped 
a snap, and we missed an extra point. We lost the game. I 
took responsibility. I was fired. I no longer play football for 
a living. And that was that. Or was it? 
   Several months before my career ended on that 
dropped snap in Washington, I had already begun cowrit-
ing The Jersey Effect with my friend Darrin Gray (Twitter 
@AllProDadLeader.com) who works with Tony Dungy at 
the national fatherhood program called All Pro Dad. To-
gether Darrin and I took on the challenge of accurately 
capturing 360 degrees of the jersey effect. We were already 
writing about the timeless truths and subtle lies I had ex-
perienced in my 12-year professional football career. In 
the coming months I enlisted the help of 10 of my 2006 
coaches and teammates to address the lessons they learned 
from the Super Bowl championship journey: Tony Dungy, 
Jim Caldwell, Clyde Christensen, Ben Utecht, Jeff Saturday, 
Dylan Gandy, Matt Giordano, Tarik Glenn, Reggie Hodg-
es, and Justin Snow.
 I knew there was plenty to learn by looking deep 
inside the souls of these Super Bowl XLI champions. This 
book is more than a recollection of the Super Bowl season, 
though that’s what makes it especially enjoyable; it’s an in-
side look from the guys that brought the Lombardi Tro-
phy to Indianapolis and brought a ring to me that I rarely 
wear. More than that, it’s about the lessons the Super Bowl 
taught us, the character deficiencies it revealed in us, and 
the meaning behind the jersey. It’s unique because it’s in-
credibly transparent, as high-profile athletes unveil some of 
their greatest struggles associated with the Super Bowl, thus 
opening a window to all of our souls. These men of faith 
teach us what it really means to be champions for the Lord.  
 If you want to take a journey with us, then you 

can log onto www.JerseyEffect.com to join the conversa-
tion. You can also learn about what I am up to these days 
with my band, The Hunter Smith Band (@HunterSmith-
Band), and what I am doing with Jay Hein, president of 
Sagamore Institute, to launch a Sports and Culture Initia-
tive to further study the impact of sports on culture and vice 
versa. Whether you are player, coach, parent, or fan, you 
can help us spread the word that there is indeed life beyond 
the championship ring.  

Hunter Smith, Indianapolis Colts Super Bowl XLI Champion

Hunter Smith Joins Sagamore
Sagamore Institute is pleased to announce for-
mer Colts punter Hunter Smith as Director of its 
Sports and Culture initiative. Though originally 
from Texas, Hunter Smith has become a tried 
and true Hoosier. After playing football for Notre 
Dame, Smith went on to win the Super Bowl 
in 2006 with the Indianapolis Colts. After a brief 
stint with the Redskins, Hunter made his home 
in the Hoosier state and now performs regularly 
with the Hunter Smith Band.

Since his time with the NFL, Hunter has chosen 
to use his sports platform to help others lead 
a life of impact. As Smith explains in his soon-
to-be released book, The Jersey Effect, those 
who wear a jersey have a heightened ability to 
influence people—for good or ill. Following the 
Super Bowl, Smith and his jersey will join All Pro 
Dad’s Darrin Gray at Sagamore Institute to host 
a series of talks exploring how sports shape cul-
ture and character.
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Excerpt from 

Uncommon Finding Your Path to Significance 
By Tony Dungy

Introduction

It’s easy to get 
swept along, 
borne by the 

current with no 
idea where you’re 
headed. Some-
times you find 
yourself miles out 
from shore with 
the lighthouse 
no longer visible. 
I’ve seen it over 
and over through 
the years, and 
I’ve even felt the 
pull myself. There 

have been plenty of times when I’ve looked around and 
wondered, Now how did I get here? Where is here? And 
who are these people floating alongside me? Unfortu-
nately, that seems to be the path that way too many of 
us naturally take. We live in a world in which things are 
accepted as normal without any thought as to whether 
they should be or whether there might be a better way. 
Too often we resign ourselves to accepting that things just 
are the way they are. We get pulled in every direction 
by people and society. Everyone has a different expecta-
tion for us as men: be a provider, be tough, be sensitive, 
don’t cry, stay home, go to work, change diapers, go hang 
out with the boys, don’t go hang out with the boys, and 
so on. Young men today are told to demand respect, be 
a “gangsta,” take no prisoners whether on the streets or 
in bed, look out for number one. Some have said that 
being a man today means to be sensitive and caring, to 
be nurturing, quick to comfort, open to talk. Still others 
have said that we’ve been created to explore caves and 
beat our chests in some sort of masculine cosmic rhythm. 
But what does it really mean to be a man? I say this: being 
a man is more than leaving our wives husbandless, our 
children fatherless, our employers passionless, our fami-
lies hopeless. You can be more. You were created to be 
more—and better. The messages of the world are a cop-
out: the messages of sexual conquest, of financial achieve-
ment, of victory in general. Not only are these messages 

not fair, but they also fall so far short of what you can 
do—and more importantly, who you can be. 
 In football, we often speak in terms of keys. We’ll 
key on the quarterback or on a particularly dangerous 
and game changing running back. The strong safety keys 
off of the tight end. On offense, the center may use the 
middle linebacker as his key for determining whom to 
block, or the receiver may key off whether the corner-
back is playing up on him or back, inside or outside, to 
determine which way he’s going to release from the line 
of scrimmage to run his route. Sometimes we refer to it as 
“finding our landmarks.” I’ve always loved that phrase, for 
all that it says about football and life. Defensive backs in 
particular have to find their landmarks in order to prop-
erly defend their territory. They are charged with being in 
a certain place that is dictated by both the offense and the 
field itself. Their “spot” is determined by how far they are 
from the end zone, how far from the sideline, and what 
kind of help they can expect from teammates. I think 
our journey as men is similar. We live in a world that is 
fluid: some of us are single, some are married, some have 
children at home, some have children away at school, and 
others see their children only on court-prescribed visita-
tion days. Some of us are nearing the end of our time on 
earth (we assume), while others of us have our entire lives 
ahead of us (again, we assume!). The fundamentals, how-
ever, don’t change: the keys to life, those landmarks that 
we can use to find our footing and maintain our position 
and bearings, will always remain. In football, when our 
team isn’t playing well, I might say, “We have to get back 
to our fundamentals,” referring to those basic principles 
that allow us to play the game successfully— blocking, 
tackling, running, catching. Right now, our society also 
needs to get back to the fundamentals, those basic prin-
ciples that will allow us to succeed as men. We can be 
certain there will always be obstacles along the way. How-
ever, having those fundamentals to fall back on will help 
us to overcome those obstacles. We are not only able to 
effect this change, but 
I think we need to. 

Taken from Uncommon by Tony Dungy. Copyright © 
2009 by Tony Dungy. Used by permission of Tyndale 
House Publishers, Inc. All rights reserved.

Sports & Character
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Passing Tradition

They are often called field gen-
erals because football quarter-
backs are responsible for lead-

ing their teammates on the gridiron in 
tandem with executing their own roles. 
But there is little doubt that quarter-
backs are also the leading role models 
because of their high visibility.
 The NFL has produced many 
quarterbacks who used their “Jersey 
Effect” to benefit others. Two players 
who wore #15—Jack Kemp and Bart 
Starr—both retired after playing their 
last full season in 1970. A year later, 
Archie Manning began his NFL career 
while raising two future Super Bowl 
winning quarterbacks.
 These three men are among 
the best to play the game yet each is 
equally well known for how they led 
their lives off the field. Jack Kemp went 
from the Buffalo Bills to the United 
States Congress and the cabinet where 
he championed economic opportunity 
and affordable housing among other 
ways to improve society.

 Archie Manning was a legend 
at Ole Miss before giving Saints fans 
someone to cheer during their diffi-
cult early seasons. While national TV 
networks often capture Archie and 
his wife Olivia in the stands watching 
their sons quarterback the Colts and 
Giants, less attention has been received 

Jack Kemp. http://www.remembertheafl.com

by his 16-year presence in sweltering 
mid-July Louisiana where he spends 
three solid days with his sons Cooper, 
Peyton and Eli teaching throwing, 
catching and character to thousands of 
high school boys.
 While the camp was Peyton’s 
idea, Archie was inspired by the camp 
example of former college coach Bob-
by Bowden. “Bobby said the thing he 
liked about the camp was it gave the 
best opportunity all year to spend time 
with the family, especially…his sons,” 
said Archie. “That’s exactly how it 
worked out for me.” 
 Bart Starr was so respected 
as a man of integrity that an award is 
given in his name each year to the NFL 
player who best exemplifies outstand-
ing character and leadership in the 
home, on the field and in the commu-
nity. The Bart Starr Award is presented 
to honorees at a breakfast sponsored by 
Athletes in Action at each year’s Super 
Bowl.
 Starr was the Most Valuable 
Player in the first two Super Bowls won 
by his Packers and his coach is memo-
rialized in the game’s Lombardi Tro-
phy.  The quarterback’s legacy has only 

Manning Passing Academy, (L-R) Closeup of Mississippi QB Eli Manning, Indianapolis Colts QB 
Peyton Manning, and former QB Archie Manning in action during practice drill for high school quar-
terbacks at Southeastern Louisiana, Hammond, LA 6/1/2002--8/31/2002. 

Bill Frakes/Sports Illustrated/Getty Images
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Bart Star Award with Bart Starr in background at Superbowl XLV Super 
Bowl Breakfast. Photo: Corey Behnke, cheeseheadtv.com
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grown since hanging up his spikes.  
He and wife Cherry co-founded Raw-
hide Boys Ranch, a place for troubled 
youth in New London, Wis., in 1966 
and have been heavily involved in the 
ranch for more than 40 years.  Such 
selflessness earned him the NFL’s inau-
gural Byron White Award for service 
to team and beyond.
 This tradition is continued 
when the Hall of Famer bestows the 
24th Bart Starr Award to Washington 
Redskins linebacker London Fletch-
er in Indianapolis.  Every NFL team 
nominates one player to be considered 
for the award and the top ten are se-
lected on their record of community 
service and tenure in the NFL.  The 
finalists are then placed on the ballot 
and voted on by all the players. 2011 Bart Starr award winner          

LONDON FLETCHER

PreViOUS winnerS OF 
tHe Bart Starr award
drew Brees, New Orleans Saints
Kurt warner, Arizona Cardinals
warrick dunn, Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Ladainian tomlinson, San Diego Chargers
John Lynch, Denver Broncos
Curtis Martin, New York Jets
troy Vincent, Buffalo Bills
derrick Brooks, Tampa Bay Buccaneers
trent dilfer, Seattle Seahawks
darren woodson, Dallas Cowboys
Bruce Matthews, Tennessee Titans
aeneas williams, Arizona Cardinals
Brent Jones, San Francisco 49ers
irving Fryar, Washington Redskins
darrell Green, Washington Redskins
Jackie Slater, Los Angeles Rams
Cris Carter, Minnesota Vikings
warren Moon, Houston Oilers
Gill Byrd, San Diego Chargers
reggie white, Philadelphia Eagles
Mike Singletary, Chicago Bears
anthony Munoz, Cincinnati Bengals
Steve Largent, Seattle Seahawks

washington redskins
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Tim Tebow’s Role Model 
In Danny Wuerffel, the star quarterback had an example of 
both religious and athletic devotion.
By MicheaI Flaherty and Nathan Whitaker

Have you heard about the quarterback who won the 
Heisman trophy and led his University of Florida 
Gators to a national championship? The multisport 

athlete, Florida’s USA Today Football Player of the Year as a 
high-schooler? The son of a pastor who always put his faith 
before football, even while playing in the National Football 
League?
 Of course we’re talking about Danny Wuerffel, who 
has served as a powerful role model for a certain Denver 
Broncos quarterback currently making news. 
 Mr. Wuerffel and Tim Tebow didn’t know each oth-
er well growing up 13 years apart, but Mr. Tebow’s parents 
made it a point to introduce the two more than a decade ago, 
while Mr. Wuerffel was still playing at Florida. Both players’ 
families understood that football provided a platform that 
could be used to talk about the most important thing in their 
life—their faith. Their attitudes mirrored that of C.S. Lewis, 
who reasoned that “Christianity, if false, is of no importance, 
and if true, of infinite importance. The only thing it cannot 
be is moderately important.” 
 Mr. Wuerffel was drafted by the New Orleans Saints 
in 1997 and played three years for the team. One day during 
that tenure he took a wrong turn leaving the city’s Superdo-
me and drove near the Desire Street Housing Project in the 
Upper Ninth Ward. Built on a garbage dump, the area was 
considered one of the worst in the nation for crime, drugs 
and poverty.
 Several days later, he heard of something that would 
forever change his life: A family was chased from a burn-
ing house while the fire department showed up far too late 
in that seemingly forgotten neighborhood. The family’s 
youngest child eventually died from smoke inhalation. Mr. 
Wuerffel began volunteering with Desire Street Ministries, 
which tries to improve the lives of families in the area by re-
vitalizing neighborhoods—providing assistance to residents, 
tutoring children, supporting parents and schools.
 After his tenure with the Saints, Mr. Wuerffel played 
for the Green Bay Packers, Chicago Bears and Washington 
Redskins. When the Redskins looked to re-sign him in 2003, 
he walked away. He and his wife, Jessica, found God calling 
them back to the Ninth Ward and into full-time ministry 
with Desire Street.
 They say they were inspired by a passage from the 
book of Isaiah: “Your people will rebuild the ancient ruins 
and will raise up the age-old foundations; you will be called 
Repairer of Broken Walls, Restorer of Streets with Dwell-
ings.” The Wuerffels felt this would be better accomplished 

through full-time ministry with underprivileged youth in 
New Orleans than by signing a million-dollar contract to 
play football.
 But Mr. Wuerffel remained a fan, particularly of 
the Florida Gators and their dynamic new quarterback, Tim 
Tebow. He was especially taken with Mr. Tebow’s work at 
his own father’s orphanage in the Philippines and in prison 
ministries in the U.S. Mr. Wuerffel also held great respect 
for the way Mr. Tebow handled the spotlight, always credit-
ing God with his success, and always surrendering his disap-
pointments to Him as well.
 During one game, Mr. Wuerffel found himself on 
the Gator sidelines at Florida Field, watching Mr. Tebow 
against the rival LSU Tigers. As a Florida player returned a 
kickoff, the stadium went silent when an LSU player made a 
bone-crushing tackle on the return-man. Players on the Ga-
tor sideline were shocked to see Mr. Wuerffel jumping up 
and down in the middle of the Florida sideline, clapping and 
cheering on the player from LSU.
 The player was Deangelo Peterson, one of the kids 
to come out of the Desire Street Ministries program in the 
Ninth Ward. Mr. Tebow probably didn’t see any divided loy-
alties with Mr. Wuerffel’s outburst. Faith and the friendships 
it creates transcend even the bitterest of worldly rivalries. As 
Mr. Wuerffel says, “When you care about someone, you don’t 
care what jersey they’re wearing.”
 Such mentoring by Christian men is one of the most 
inspiring and least understood stories in sports. Super Bowl-
winning coach Tony Dungy has been lauded—and criti-
cized—for his work with individuals like Michael Vick, the 
NFL quarterback jailed for running a dog-fighting ring. Yet 
Mr. Dungy, the author of a book on mentoring, realizes that 
he gets just as much benefit from the experience. As the Prov-
erb says, “Iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another.”
 This week all eyes will be on Tim Tebow in the AFC 
divisional playoffs. Few will be watching Danny Wuerffel, 
though, as he continues to fight for the disenfranchised 
in pockets of poverty in Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and 
Florida. But the crowds are irrelevant: Both men have always 
played for an audience of One.

This article was originally published in the Wall Street Jour-
nal; January 13, 2012.

Mr. Flaherty is the president and cofounder of Walden Media. Mr. 
Whitaker, the co-founder of Impact For Living ministries, is co-au-
thor of Tim Tebow’s autobiography, “Through My Eyes” (HarperCol-
lins, 2011). 
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A Guide to 
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The Butler Way

ESPN ranks the movie Hoosiers as the #1 sports movie 
of all time.  What is it about an old-school coach, a 
basket hoop on the side of a barn, and underdogs 

that resonates so deeply in the American soul?  The answer 
to that question can be found in the lives of two iconic Hoo-
siers: Tony Hinkle and John Wooden.  
 Tony Hinkle was born in 1899 and was a two-time 
All-American basketball star at the University of Chicago. 
After school, he went on to become Butler’s coach for a half 
century.  He coached 41 seasons of basketball and remark-
ably added a combined 69 seasons by coaching football and 
baseball at the same time.  Oh yes, he also taught classes and 
served as an athletics administrator.
 His teams won over 1,000 games on Butler’s three 
different playing fields, but it was on the hardwood that he 
earned a national reputation and a national championship.  

By Jay Hein

Visitors to the field house that bears his name—location of 
both the real-life and Hollywood versions of the 1954 Milan 
Miracle—can read letters etched in granite that reveal the se-
cret to Hinkle’s success.  It is a life code originated by Coach 
Hinkle and known as “The Butler Way.”
 This formula for success has nothing to do with 
pick-and-rolls or recruiting blue chip high schoolers.  In-
stead, each time the Butler Bulldogs walk into the locker 
room they are greeted by a “We not Me” poster and then 
other signs that feature five keys:

1) Humility – Know who we are, strengths and weaknesses
2) Passion – Do not be lukewarm, commit to excellence
3) Unity – Do not divide our house, team first
4) Servanthood – Make teammates better, lead by giving
5) Thankfulness – Learn from every circumstance

Hinkle’s heir, Brad Stevens, took Butler to the 2010 and 
2011 Final Four with an 
under-sized, mid-major team 
that evoked memories of the 
’54 Milan team while dis-
posing of the nation’s elite 
programs.  During his Final 
Four press appearances, Ste-
vens explained The Butler 
Way,  “[We’re] a values-based 
organization driven by a mis-
sion and a vision . . . I think 
it begins with selflessness and 
certainly accountability is 
very important, humility is 
very important.”  He then ex-
plained that the term itself is 
simply a tool for the team to 
explain to the outside world 
what truly goes on inside the 
organization. 
 One of Coach Hinkle’s recruits that got away was a 
1928 graduate of Martinsdale (IN) High School named John 
Wooden.  The two would nonetheless become friends after 
Wooden became national Player of the Year down the road at 
Purdue.  Wooden would later bring his mighty UCLA Bru-
ins to play Butler at the field house, and yet the two shared 
more than friendship and basketball contests.
 Born a native Hoosier, Wooden started his career as 
a dairy truck dispatcher and later became a high school bas-
ketball coach and English teacher. By the end of his career, he 
had won ten championships in twelve seasons, making him 

This formula for success has nothing to 
do with pick-and-rolls or recruiting blue 

chip high schoolers. 

John Wooden, left, and Butler basketball coach Tony Hinkle were
honored at the Old Timer’s dinner at the Claypool Hotel Jan 22, 1966. 

Ed Lacey/The Star
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arguably the greatest coach in American sports history. Yet 
amid the glamour of Tinseltown and against the backdrop of 
the 1960s cultural revolution, Wooden’s coaching style chan-
neled Hinkle’s “Butler Way” and the advise his father gave to 
him while growing up in Indiana: “Be true to yourself, help 
others, make each day your masterpiece, make friendship a 
fine art, drink deeply from good books – especially the Bible 
– build a shelter against a rainy day, give thanks for your 
blessings and pray for guidance every day.”
 Above all, the legendary coach considered himself 
to be a teacher, and as his primary curriculum he used some-
thing he called “The Pyramid of Success.”  The idea was born 
from his father’s wisdom and the experience he garnered dur-
ing his own career. As a teacher cum coach, Wooden went on 
to impart his values in one of the greatest basketball players 
of all time, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar then known as Lew Alcin-
dor.
 Alcindor, for his part, joined many of his team-
mates in initially thinking that the coach’s philosophy was a 
bit corny; after all, they were used to receiving nothing but 

Sports & Character

praise for their talents.  Yet from Wooden they heard such 
things as, “Be more concerned with your character than your 
reputation.  Character is what you really are; reputation is 
what you are perceived to be.” More importantly, Wooden 
exhibited his principles by the way he lived his life. The coach 
never earned more than $40,000 per year nor did he parlay 
his on-court success into worldly rewards. As an adult, Ka-
reem Abdul-Jabbar adopted many of Wooden’s values as his 
own. 
 In 2006, Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels honored 
this favorite son with the state’s highest award, the Sachem, 
which recognizes recipients who have achieved greatness and 
led a virtuous life. Wooden’s career obviously demonstrates 
the former, but his best lessons are memorialized in the latter. 
Far away from the sound of bouncing basketballs, his legacy 
lives on through his Pyramid of Success that is still being 
taught to students, CEOs and soldiers today. His principles, 
alongside Hinkle’s Butler Way, manifest the down-home val-
ues that permeate the heart of America. 

“Be more concerned with your character 
than your reputation.  Character is what 
you really are; reputation is what you are 

perceived to be.”

“Be true to yourself, help others, make each day your 
masterpiece, make friendship a fine art, drink deeply 
from good books – especially the Bible – build a shel-
ter against a rainy day, give thanks for your blessings 

and pray for guidance every day.”

John Wooden holds court at a ceremony to rename Aliso High School in Reseda as John R. Wooden High School. Wooden is sitting in front of a mural 
that outlines his Pyramid of Success motivational program. Lawrence K. Ho Copyright © 2005. Los Angeles Times. Reprinted with permission.
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An Indiana Basketball Coach 
Starts a Movement

Manny Ohonme was like many boys in his Nigerian 
village.  They loved to play outside undeterred 
by the fact they didn’t have shoes.  That changed 

for Manny when he was 9 years old and he won a contest 
sponsored by American missionaries.  The prize was a pair 
of shoes which outfitted Manny for his dream to win a bas-
ketball scholarship in America like Nigeria’s success story, 
Hakeem Olajuwon.
 Manny did indeed win a college scholarship to 
play hoops in the states and he became a success story as 
well.  However, his path led not to the NBA but rather a 
career in the logistics industry which prepared him to now 
lead a multinational ministry distributing shoes to a grow-
ing number of the 300 million children around the world 
that walk their dusty villages without any protection.  Un-
beknownst to most of the industrialized world, millions of 
children die each year from foot-borne diseases as infections 
enter their bloodstream after stepping on rocks, nails and 

glass littering undeveloped roads. 
 Many have joined Manny in this cause 
and one Indiana basketball coach started a 
movement with his courtside advocacy.  On 
January 24, 2008, Indiana University Pur-
due University – Indianapolis head basket-
ball coach Ron Hunter barked out calls to 
his team wearing a nice suit, his game face 
and no shoes or socks.  The world took no-
tice.  An astounding 439 media outlets cov-
ered the story including CNN and ESPN.  

ABC News named Coach Hunter their person of the year 
for raising over 100,000 pair of shoes and personally deliv-
ering them with his team to children in Lima, Peru.
  Today, over 3,000 coaches nationwide have joined 
the Barefoot Coaching movement including such nation-
al powerhouses as LSU and Florida State.  Nearly 1,000 
pastors have preached their sermons in bare feet joined by 
governors from several states and business executives who 
are using their leadership platform to signal their troops to 
meet this urgent human need.
 These national leaders join thousands of Samari-
tan’s Feet volunteers in distributing shoes as a simple act of 
servant-leadership.  Volunteers look each child in the eye as 
they pass along a message of encouragement and hope while 
they wash the child’s feet and fit them with new socks and 
shoes.
 Samaritan’s Feet was honored at the recent NCAA 
Final Four basketball tournament in San Antonio and they 
are an official charity of Super Bowl XLVI.

All images are courtesy of Samaritan’s Feet. 
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From Hardscrabble Indy to 
the Super Bowl
By Blaine Bishop 

As a safety in the NFL, I was known as one of the 
hardest hitters in the game.  Unfortunately, I need-
ed to learn to be tough to survive my upbringing 

in one of the roughest parts of Indianapolis at 30th and 
Keystone. In fact, it’s near the area featured in the “Housing 
Innovations” section of this magazine. 
 During one of my little league football games, a 
man ran straight through our playing field as someone was 
shooting at him.  We dropped the ball and ran full speed 
ahead hoping we weren’t going to get hit by the bullet.  I 
was 8 years old at the time and realized that I needed to get 
out of there.
 My mom had the idea that I should get a mentor.  
I knew that I needed help, but I never had an adult male in 
my life. Moreover, I was afraid to open up my life to one.  
Undeterred, my mom contacted the Indianapolis chapter of 

Big Brothers Big Sisters and I got my “Big” named T.J.
 Looking back at it now, I realize that this was the 
defining moment of my life.  Big Brothers Big Sisters men-
toring and sports were the two things that kept me out of 
trouble.  And trouble was all around me.  All the other kids 
were telling me that I would never be anything and that 
I’d never get out of the neighborhood. “Nobody comes out 
of here,” they said; “unless you’re dead or you’re headed to 
prison.”
 T.J. told me different things.  He said that I could 
be anything I wanted in life as long as I was willing to work 
hard enough and believe in myself.  I had family members 
saying the same thing, but it was different coming from a 
man.  I began to believe in myself because he believed in 
me.
 Another thing that my Big Brother always said was, 
“Your mind can take you farther than anything else in life.”  
He said that you can be a star in high school, college and 
maybe even the NFL, but one day that will be taken from 
you.  No one could ever take my ability to think and so he 
pushed me really hard in school.  He helped me get into 
an elite private school in Indianapolis called Cathedral and 
then into college at Ball State.
 I’ve been involved with Big Brothers Big Sisters 
myself now for 30 years.  My story began with a dream but 
that dream would never have come true if a “Big” had not 
used his life to impact mine at age 8.  Now I work with my 
old ballclub, the Tennessee Titans, the largest black church 
in Nashville and other programs to promote mentoring so 
that millions of other kids will get the help they need.
 I am honored to serve on the board of Big Brothers 
Big Sisters of Middle Tennessee.  We are a national leader in 
placing children of prisoners with a mentor.  Two million 
children in America have at least one incarcerated parent in 
prison and these kids are seven times more likely to follow 
the same path themselves.  Unless, of course, a mentor steps 
into their lives to break the cycle of crime and violence.
 Mentoring is personal for me because I lived it.  
One of the amazing gifts of mentoring is that the mentor 
gets as much benefit as the kids do.  So you could say that 
I’m still living it and I hope many more will join me in sav-
ing America’s youth.

Blaine Bishop played in the NFL from 1993-2002.  He was a four-
time All Pro and he played in Super Bowl XXXIV.

Sports & Character

Mandy Whitley Photography
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 There are no great cities without great neighborhoods.

Crisis
Fighting the Housing

The Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership (INHP) is the leading homeown-
ership resource in Marion County. As an unbiased and trusted nonprofit, INHP has 
empowered thousands of working families for nearly 25 years to become and remain 
long-term successful homeowners. This is accomplished through an effective blend of 
homeownership education, financial and mortgage advising and a variety of affordable 
mortgage and loan options to buy a home or make improvements. Our comprehensive 
homeowner and homebuyer services are designed to create and support homeowners 
who can sustain their investment in their homes—ultimately helping to strengthen and 
encourage the growth of vibrant Indianapolis neighborhoods.

Section Sponsored by

www.inhp.org
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At the most basic level, housing impacts the quality of 
life of individuals, families, and communities. Access  
to quality, affordable housing options is critical to the 

success of family life as well as life outcomes for children. A 
study by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation suggests that 
inadequate housing can lead to health problems, economic 
problems, increased stress, lowered self-worth and poor men-
tal and physical health.  Children are especially vulnerable. 
Housing instability, overcrowding, and unsafe and substandard 
habitation inhibit childhood development and education. The 
same study suggests that children living in unstable housing sit-
uations are more susceptible to chronic and infectious diseases. 
Even without statistics, figures, and studies anyone knows how 
important a suitable home can be—it’s where life happens. 
 Housing has a profound impact on the larger com-
munity as well. Neighborhoods with disorder are more likely to 
have lower social cohesion and more social problems including 
crime.   Housing is a central component for raising healthy 
families and building strong neighborhoods. 
 Having experienced one of the worst housing crises 
in the nation, the Near Eastside of Indianapolis may know the 
importance of housing better than any other community:  in 
2004, its neighborhoods had more foreclosures than anywhere 
else in the nation. By 2009, declining household incomes and 
a concentration of high-cost mortgage loans left nearly one in 
four houses vacant. The community unraveled as abandoned 
houses fell into severe disrepair—some 3,670 properties re-
quired rehabilitation. “A typical house in the neighborhood 
would have a pretty moldy basement, and roaches, fleas, and 
mice,” says Near Eastside resident Eric Scott. “Some of the 
worst houses I’ve seen . . . one had a broken toilet that hadn’t 
been flushed for weeks and another the floor was so rotted out 
I was afraid I might fall through.”
 For the people living on the Near Eastside, and for 
the city of Indianapolis, this way of life was unsustainable and 
unacceptable. 
 In 2007, the Local Initiatives Support Corporation  
(LISC) teamed up with Near Eastside residents to address the 
issues at the core of the community. The result was a quality-
of-life plan or a holistic blueprint for improving every aspect of 
neighborhood life. For the Near Eastside, housing was a front-
and-center priority. With a high foreclosure rate and a high 
density of vacant as well as substandard houses (43% of homes 
needed some form of rehabilitation), the community needed to 
hone in on the root of the problem. LISC engaged residents to 
develop solutions to increase homeownership, improve prob-
lem properties for existing owners, attract new homeowners, 

and provide affordable housing options for the diversity of 
neighborhood residents. 
 With the help of a dizzying array of funders, the Near 
Eastside has seen the quality-of-life plan taken to scale as part 
of the Super Bowl Legacy Project. Of the $154 million lever-
aged through the Legacy Project about $49 million has gone 
toward housing improvements in the community. But what sets 
the approach to housing on the Near Eastside apart is that the 
improvements are not a mere gentrification. Other revitaliza-
tions may bulldoze entire communities and start over, but the 
Legacy Project is leveraging existing assets to preserve the char-
acter of the neighborhood. On top of that, many of the housing 
and infrastructure renovations are green. Most importantly the 
projects are tailored specifically to the needs of the community. 
Because Near Eastside residents have diverse financial and so-
cial situations, housing options have been made available for a 
gamut of housing needs through varied housing prices, mixed-
income housing, as well as a homeownership incubator.
 To accommodate the various income ranges in the 
neighborhood and to attract new homeowners, the St. Clair 
Place Homeownership Project directed by Indy-east Asset De-
velopment (I•AD) is offering redeveloped and newly construct-
ed houses at various price points on properties in the St. Clair 
Place neighborhood. To date Indy-east has sold six houses and 
leased about 25 others. For the community’s older population, 
the 33-unit St. Clair Apartment complex offers mixed-income 
housing for seniors. Thirteen units are subsidized alongside the 
other 20 are at market rates. The Jefferson Apartments, a once-
blighted complex, offers supportive housing and is owned and 
managed by the John H. Boner Community Center. Program-
ming is designed to help families become permanent stakehold-
ers in the community. The apartment complex houses 18 units 
and two condominiums, and works with residents to find jobs, 
clean up their credit, and manage their finances to help them 
transition to becoming a homeowner. Other projects include, 
but are not limited to: the CommonWealth, a 32-unit afford-
able apartment complex that once served as a public school and 
a women’s shelter; ReBuilding Together’s Indianapolis home 
repairs; Centennial Homes (single-family rental housing spon-
sored by the Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors ®; and 
Clifford Corners, a mixed-use building on East 10th Street that 
is currently in the pre-development phase. 
 Although the work on the Near Eastside is far from 
finished, the Legacy Project has kick-started much needed hous-
ing revitalizations across the community. And it was through a 
neighborhood-led agenda that the spirited residents of the Near 
Eastside have begun to build a home for prosperity. 

By Wesley Cate

From Leading the Nation in Foreclosures to 
Leading-Edge Solutions: 
Building a Home for Prosperity on the Near Eastside 
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Faces of Revitalization
By Zoe Sandvig Erler

Ruth Shaw
  Seventy-s ix-year-old 

Ruth Shaw and her husband 
Darrell bought their house on 
Eastern Street for $13,000 in 
1975. She describes herself in 
those days as a “shy housewife” 
with eight children under toe. 
To her, she didn’t feel like a 
match for the rough-and-tum-
ble neighborhood that St. Clair 
Place was in those days. “Ev-
erything that wasn’t fastened 

down was getting stolen,” she remembered, recalling that 
her husband, a contract painter, would empty his truck of 
its gas every night to make sure no one would steal it.
As the robberies continued, some of the Shaws’ neighbors 
began talking about stirring up a vigilante response. Not a 
proponent of violent action, Shaw read a blurb in the lo-
cal paper that the Near Eastside Community Organization 
(NESCO) was looking for someone to start a neighbor-
hood crime watch. That she could do.
 The first meeting that Shaw hosted in her living 
room drew half a dozen neighbors, and they decided at 
the meeting to reconvene in two weeks. The next meeting 
attracted a houseful. Soon, even the police were attending. 
Eventually, the group realized that the thief lived two doors 
from the Shaws and was the grown son of the owners. The 
neighbors confronted him and told him they wouldn’t press 
charges this time, but if he ever stole from them again, they 
would take him to court immediately. “For years and years 
we didn’t have any [crime],” Shaw proudly declares.
 Meanwhile Shaw and her neighbors also began 
fighting for all the vacant, abandoned, and damaged homes 
that were a result of uninterested landlords and housing 
foreclosures. Many of the houses had been neglected for 
so long that leaks, decay, and mold had made them almost 
uninhabitable. As a result, they were good for crime and 
not much else.
 Around 2005, Shaw and other neighbors began 
reporting code violations on the worst houses to see if the 
city would respond. Then they began pushing to pass a bill 
that would prevent bad property owners from acquiring 

more property and shorten the time frame that sites could 
sit abandoned. It seemed like their efforts were going to 
pay off—the bill passed the Indiana State Senate unani-
mously and was passed along to the House.
 But when neighbors learned that the bill had been 
removed unexplainably from the House agenda, Shaw and 
friends were devastated. Always the fighters, they organized 
a rally in front of the abandoned houses. At the rally, a 
couple of the state representatives the neighbors blamed for 
the legislative inaction showed up. Stacy Henle, another 
neighborhood leader recalls, “I’ll never forget Ruth stand-
ing in front of one these state representatives, waving her 
finger, saying, ‘You should be ashamed of yourself!’”
 Eventually the bill was revisited and passed in 
2006. “People think you can’t get anything done, like you 
can’t fight city hall,” said Shaw. “Well, yes, you can! You 
gotta let ’em know you know what you’re talking about, 
and you know this is the good that needs to be done, and 
don’t back down from it!”
 A few years ago when her husband Darrell passed 
away, Shaw’s children tried to encourage her to sell her 
home. She wouldn’t budge: “This is my home! I’m not giv-
ing it up . . . I’m not afraid living here.” She’s glad she 
didn’t give up the house, because now she’s witnessing a 
huge transformation in St. Clair Place, the Near Eastside 
neighborhood most afflicted by housing foreclosures. As a 
part of the Near Eastside Legacy Project, St. Clair Place has 
been targeted for major renovations, including green alleys, 
new curbs and sidewalks, and bioswales. Housing initia-
tives include home repair programs for existing residents, 
new and renovated for-sale homes for new residents; and 
various affordable rental housing options for seniors, vul-
nerable families and those seeking to become homeowners. 
 “I can go down the street and actually see physi-
cally that something is happening. That’s a feeling I can’t 
really put into words,” she said, getting choked up. “It’s 
just wonderful. It’s just great to see my community actually 
getting some help.” She continued, “We certainly wouldn’t 
even be where we are now . . . if our neighborhood hadn’t 
been chosen by the Legacy. It’s just wonderful that it’s hap-
pening in my lifetime.
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Valerie Davis

On May 7, 2010, a 50-some-
thing African-American 
woman opened the door of 
her very first home on East 
10th Street.
 Stainless steel appliances, 
granite countertops, a big- 
screen TV, and brand-new 
patio furniture greeted her. 
She ran through the house, 

almost hysterical with joy. After years of living on the edge, 
wrestling through a bout of homelessness, and sleeping on a 
couch in a tiny apartment, Valerie finally acquired a place of 
her own.
 Barely two years earlier, this same apartment build-
ing was in a derelict state. “I’d been staring across at this 
building outside my office, seeing drugs being sold out of 
there, prostitution happening, people shooting up, police 
raids, people [who] had no other choice for housing [who] 
are desperate, living in deplorable conditions,” said James 
Taylor, executive director of the John H. Boner Community 
Center.
 But in March 2009, the John H. Boner Commu-
nity Center in partnership with The Whitsett Group broke 
ground to begin turning the decrepit building into a “home 
ownership incubator.” Dubbed the Jefferson Apartments, 
the complex has been designed to prepare struggling Near 
Eastside residents for homeownership through what the 
Boner Center calls their “continuum of care.” According to 
Taylor, it takes most people about seven years to take the 
steps to move from homelessness to home ownership. Boner 
staff along with Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Part-
nership (INHP), works with residents to help them work 
towards homeownership. No renter pays more than 30%. 
For some, 20% is directed toward rent and the other 10% 
goes toward other expenses, such as paying off medical bills, 
building up a savings account, or clearing up bad credit. Af-
ter they live in the apartment for two to three years, INHP 
then works with clients to secure a loan through a bank. If a 
bank is unwilling to lend to a client, INHP will give them a 
loan themselves.
 Working from the blueprint laid-out in the Qual-
ity of Life Plan, and with a boost from the Legacy Project, 
the Boner Center began renovating the 12,700-square-foot 
eyesore into an attractive collection of homeownership in-
cubators. In January 2010, the building reopened. The 18 
rental apartments filled up fast. And Valerie now owns one 
of the two condominium units. In this way, she serves as a 
role model for the tenants of the building as she has over-
come many if not all of the same challenges they may face 
in becoming a homeowner.

 For Valerie, it’s more than just the inside of the con-
do that feels like home. The same streets that used to cater 
to crime and loitering—the streets that Valerie looks down 
on from her third-story flat—are beginning to see some 
significant improvements.“It used to be that you would see 
homeless people outside at night,” Valerie says. “Now, peo-
ple are not walking or hanging out. You don’t see it.” Going 
on Valerie insists, “We want quality of life over here. We 
don’t have a grocery store. We don’t have a drugstore . . . we 
have this one little gas station . . . they count us out because 
people don’t speak up. But we do want quality of life. We 
enjoy sitting on our porches, on patios. We enjoy walking 
our streets.”

Patrick Dubach
Twelve years ago, Patrick Du-
bach moved his family from the 
suburbs to the Near Eastside’s 
Holy Cross neighborhood. A 30-
year veteran of the investment 
banking industry, Dubach felt 
compelled to use the gifts and 
skills he had developed in the 
corporate world to help a neigh-
borhood in disrepair.
 When he and his family 

first moved down there, “it was a 
fight—a fight to protect your property,” he says. The house 
he was building was broken into three times, so he would 
sleep on a cot with a baseball bat to ward off intruders. 
Things have improved since then. After successfully renovat-
ing his own home, he started the Re-Development Group 
and began improving the properties around him. He and 
his company have rehabbed 13 houses and built nine new 
homes in the Holy Cross neighborhood, as well as delivered 
their services to the Near Northside and Herron-Morton 
neighborhoods. 
 Today, Dubach is the president of Holy Cross 
Neighborhood Association and serves on the Board of Di-
rectors of the John H. Boner Community Center. His vision 
is to see a perfect blending of newcomers and old timers 
in Holy Cross. To him, newcomers bring passion and old 
timers bring history and stability. “The people who have 
lived here for years and have kind of been victims of people 
moving out, they’re rock solid.” He continued, “So then 
you bring in people that might have a passion—a lot of the 
younger people—they want something different. We have 
a rich window of opportunity with the awareness that di-
versity brings.” As a final note Dubach says, “I feel so much 
more alive since I’ve lived down here, because life is messy. 
But people here get involved. We roll up our sleeves and we 
work through issues.” 

2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl Host Committee

Kiera Photo
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Building with a Purpose: 
Holistic Redevelopment in the Meadows
By Wesley Cate

The Avondale Meadows neighborhood was con-
structed in 1948 as America’s soldiers returned from 
war. The neighborhood featured a summer-stock 

theater—the Avondale Playhouse—that attracted Holly-
wood personalities to the playbill. The neighborhood also 
boasted a premier shopping center. Complete with attrac-
tive amenities, the Meadows became home to many young 
lawyers, doctors, and business executives who would later 
rise to prominence in the city. By the 1970s, the Mead-
ows had entered into a swift decline after the City of India-
napolis attempted to better manage its poverty by building 
five housing projects for low-income families. The projects 
drove out business and forced longtime residents into the 
suburbs. With 80% of its residents living below the poverty 
line, the Meadows was mired in poverty. The once-thriving 
Meadows became an incubator for crime and even earned 
the title of “the worst part of the city.” Four city administra-
tions have since attempted and failed to revitalize the area. 
 But over the last few years, the Meadows has been 
experiencing a renaissance. Outraged that for the last 30 
years area schools had graduated only 25% of their African 
American males, stakeholders from the community stepped 
forward to address the problem head on. In 2004 and again 
in 2006, charters schools were established in the neighbor-
hood. The two schools—the Challenge Foundation Acad-
emy and the Charles A. Tindley School—have graduated 

100% of their students, who all have gone on to college 
fully funded. Nevertheless, good schools weren’t enough to 
break the cycle of poverty in the neighborhood. “The sad 
news is that many of our kids don’t come to school ready to 
learn, because of what happens in their neighborhoods and 
their homes the night before,” says Gene Zink, a local busi-
ness leader involved in the Meadows revitalization. “So we 
decided that maybe we should try to do more.” Acknowl-
edging the need for a multifaceted approach to community 
development, the Meadows turned to a tried-and-tested 
model of community development. 

The East Lake Model
In the early part of the 20th century, the East Lake neigh-
borhood in Atlanta gained notoriety through the East Lake 
Golf Club where golfing legend Bobby Jones played his first 
and last games of golf. The area also became a vacation spot 
for the well-to-do until the East Lake neighborhoods began 
to deteriorate in the 1960s. 
 In response, the Atlanta Housing Authority built 
the East Lake Meadows housing projects. The 1970s were 
marked by rapidly declining property values and a rise in 
violent crime, earning East Lake Meadows the nickname 
Little Vietnam. Not only did East Lake become one of the 
most dangerous areas of Atlanta, it had become one of the 
most dangerous places in the country. By 1995, crime was 18 

East Village at Avondale Meadows
2800 East 38th Street 
LISC Indianapolis — Expanding Capital Investment in Housing 

 

Courtesy of Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
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times higher than 
the national aver-
age, employment 
was at 13.5%, 
and only 4% of 
residents earned 
incomes over the 
poverty line. With 
a $35 million drug 
trade, crime was 
the primary in-
dustry.

 Profoundly unset-
tled by East Lake’s 
condition, Atlanta 
business mogul 
Tom Cousins de-
cided to target this 
epicenter of pov-
erty through an 
ambitious com-

munity redevelopment effort. Along with a number of part-
ners, Cousins created the East Lake Foundation to oversee 
a comprehensive redevelopment of the community. Using 
the community’s golfing heritage as a catalyst, Cousins 
developed a holistic approach that targeted crime and im-
proved education, housing, business, and community life. 
As part of the effort, the East Lake Golf Club was rehabbed 
and used as a source of revenue for the Village of East Lake.
 The entire project cost $128 million and funding 
came from all corners of the city:  government agencies, 
corporations, foundations as well as Cousins himself. As a 
result of the intervention, the once-troubled neighborhood 
was transformed. Today East Lake Village features a 542-
unit mixed-income housing complex controlled by the East 
Lake Foundation, a charter school where 94% of students 
meet or exceed state standards, a grocery store, a junior golf 
academy, as well as a number of other amenities. The com-
munity also saw an impressive 95% reduction in violent 
crime. In 1998, the East Lake Golf Club hosted the PGA 
Championship and the U.S. Amateur in 2002—events that 
would have been unthinkable a decade earlier. 
 The model established at East Lake is not a one-
size-fits-all remedy but it does provide the scaffolding nec-
essary to begin to build. Essentially, the model boils down 
to selecting a troubled neighborhood, identifying dynamic 
leadership, defining the scope and scale of the intervention, 
creating a funding plan, and committing to the long haul. 
But the hallmarks of a successful model include trust, trans-
parency, communication, and strong relationships. 
 After seeing the success at East Lake, Cousins 

sought to export the model to other cities. Together with 
Warren Buffet and renowned hedge-fund manager Julian 
Robertson, Cousins established Purpose Built Communi-
ties to catalyze the East Lake model in neighborhoods across 
the nation, including the Meadows in Indianapolis. 

Avondale Meadows
“And after visiting East Lake, I guess we ‘drank the Kool-
Aid,’” Gene Zink quipped. The East Lake model provided a 
blueprint for holistic redevelopment that could be custom-
ized to Indianapolis’s idiosyncrasies. “Each city has its own 
personality, its own set of circumstances and politics,” says 
Trevor Bradley, executive director of the Meadows Com-
munity Foundation. “So the Purpose Built model is not to 
change the personality of Indianapolis.” He continues:

 Holistic revitalization differs from most com-
munity development work in that it strives to ad-
dress the array of issues and challenges that trap 
families in intergenerational poverty. Rather than 
focusing on just a single component of commu-
nity change, holistic initiatives typically include 
mixed-income housing, radically improved cradle-
to-college educational opportunities, youth and 
adult development programs, jobs and job train-
ing, health and wellness programs, transportation 
access, recreational opportunities, and commercial 
investment.

 Holistic redevelopment is so crucial because every 
community exists in a delicate ecosystem that requires a 
customizable, bottom-up change to improve the whole. 
 Equipped with a model and a core of good schools, 
Strategic Capital Partners, Meadows Community Founda-
tion (MCF), Purpose Built Communities, and countless 
other community partners identified the central needs of 
the community and a plan of action. Strategic Capital Part-
ners was identified as the master developer and is respon-
sible for casting vision, raising money, design, building, and 
operations. The MCF, headed by Bradley, is the lead orga-
nization and oversees the operations in Avondale Meadows 
community—MCF brings groups together, builds bridges, 
and communicates with the community. Purpose Built 
Communities acts as a consultant and a catalyst. Numer-
ous other partners in the community are providing social 
services, insight, security, and countless other functions to 
bring the plan to life. 
 After listening to the concerns of the neighbor-

Holistic redevelopment is so crucial be-
cause every community exists in a delicate 
ecosystem that requires a customizable, 
bottom-up change to improve the whole. 
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hood, four focus areas were identified alongside education 
as the central components of redevelopment: security, hous-
ing, business, and amenities. “With holistic redevelopment, 
you look at the issues in the community and you say, ‘here 
are the priorities.’ For us it was #1 education, #2 crime, #3 
housing, #4 if you’re going to have good housing, you’ve 
got to have the amenities that go with that—recreation, 
safety, health care,” says Zink. He also mentioned business 
as a priority, citing that the nearest grocery store is five miles 
away. 
 Following the East Lake model, the group then 
pieced together the funding. The entire transformation is 
expected to cost $150 million and is to be implemented in 
several phases. The funding comes from a wide variety of 
sources. In the apartments alone there are eight layers in the 
capital stack that include federal, state, and local dollars as 
well as private funds. The community center has six layers 
in the capital stack. “You can dream all you want to dream, 
but if you can’t finance it, it won’t happen,” says Zink.
 On September 28, 2011, part of the dream was 
realized when phase one of the project was completed. 
Billionaires Warren Buffet and Tom Cousins traveled to 
Avondale Meadows to cut the ribbon initiating the East 
Village 250-unit apartment complex. While the opening 
of the $25 million mixed-income complex gives reason to 
celebrate, it is only a drop in the bucket. The entire rede-
velopment will be executed across seven phases with phase 
two, the development of the Avondale Meadows Health 
and Wellness Facility, expected to be completed sometime 
in 2013. Phases three through seven are still in the predevel-
opment stages. Once the entire redevelopment is complete, 
Avondale Meadows will have two great charter schools; 550 
mixed-income housing units; a health and wellness center, 
which will house a world-class clinic run by IU-Health; a 
YMCA with classrooms for three- and four-year-olds; a se-
nior housing project; ball fields; and walking paths. 
 Vision, funding, and leadership have certainly fu-

eled the redevelopment process, but the intangibles have 
brought the model to life. Bradley has been particularly 
valuable to this aspect of the process by building the trust of 
the community through transparency and relationships.

 Every step of the way, my job is to engage the 
community in what’s going on, what’s going to 
happen, how’s it going to work for you: if it is not 
going to work for you, let’s talk about it. We have 
lots and lots of community meetings. I go to at least 
10 community organization meetings a month. If I 
didn’t, that would be a problem. I have to listen to 
what the community is talking about.

 Accentuating how important involvement with the 
community is, Bradley says, “What the Meadows Com-
munity Foundation and its partners have reinforced is that 
community engagement and information sharing are criti-
cal to the success of neighborhood efforts such as this.” To 
ensure that partners are listening and sharing with residents, 
MCF developed an advisory group comprised of neighbor-
hood leaders, partners, residents, and those concerned with 
the improvement of the area. The group acts a listening 
mechanism and meets once a month at the MCF office to 
advise Bradley and the MCF board on grassroots sentiment, 
neighborhood concerns, and advice from within. 
 Even though there is still a lion’s share of work to 
be done, the community has already started to see improve-
ments. For instance, the two charter schools, the Challenge 
Foundation Academy and the Charles A. Tindley Acceler-
ated School, have been performing at a high level. They 
boast a 100% graduation rate and college placement on full 
rides. The other notable change has come along with the 
construction of new public housing, which has resulted in a 
notable decrease of crime. 
 Even with positive gains, Zink and Bradley certainly 
don’t view the revitalization of Avondale Meadows through 
rose-colored glasses. “We’re going to have challenges; we’re 
going to have to adjust. Change is always a little challeng-
ing. If this revitalization stuff was easy, everyone would be 
doing it,” says Bradley. “And it is not going to be Kumbaya 
with everyone running and skipping,” Bradley adds. “But 
I can absolutely assure you that in five years when we look 
back, this neighborhood is going to be a night-and-day dif-
ference, a marked improvement. It will be a much better 
place to work and live, to send your little ones to school.”

Special thanks to Kelly Givens for her contributions to this article. 

 But I can absolutely assure you that in five 
years when we look back, this neighborhood 
is going to be a night-and-day difference, a 

marked improvement.

Matt Detrich/The Star
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Extreme Home Makeover: 
Neighborhood Edition
By John Clark and Jay Hein

The Martindale-Brightwood neighborhood on the 
eastside of Indianapolis began in the 19th century 
as two separate communities, both of which were 

economically dependent on local rail lines and the indus-
tries linked to them.  Brightwood consisted largely of im-
migrants from Ireland, Germany, and elsewhere in Europe, 
while Martindale’s residents were mostly African American. 
Both communities prospered during the first half of the 
20th century, but by the second half the neighborhoods be-
gan to deteriorate. As four major rail lines relocated away 
from the area, industries and jobs started to vanish. Fami-
lies from Brightwood migrated to the suburbs and lower 
income families moved in. Martindale-Brightwood faced 
further difficulties when Interstates 65 and 70 fragmented 
the neighborhood, displacing residents and disrupting busi-
nesses. After the neighborhoods were declared a poverty tar-
get area in 1967, community associations formed to work 
with churches, businesses, and governments to fight crime, 
prevent housing decay, and open economic opportunities. 
For years these grassroots coalitions worked to address com-
munity problems and to keep the neighborhood from fall-
ing into a deeper slump.

 In the spring of 2009, the cameras and frenetic bus-
tle of the Emmy Award-winning Extreme Makeover: Home 
Edition (EMHE) descended on the struggling Martindale-
Brightwood community. Each episode, the reality-TV pro-
gram sends a deserving family on a weeklong vacation while 
the show’s designers, local builders, and hundreds of volun-
teers demolish the family’s house and construct a new one 
in seven days.
 For the finale of its sixth season, EMHE selected 
Martindale-Brightwood resident Bernard McFarland as the 
recipient of a new home.  Considered a local hero by neigh-
bors, the single father of three teenage boys and IPS em-
ployee had dedicated himself to mentoring neighborhood 
children. As the builder, EMHE selected Carmel-based Es-
tridge Homes CEO Paul Estridge; however, Estridge agreed 
to take on the job only if two conditions were met: the 
house had to fit with the rest of the community, and the 
surrounding neighborhood had to receive major improve-
ments as well. It was the first time in 145 EMHE shows that 
the target was a neighborhood rather than a single family’s 
house. 
 As the four McFarlands were sent to Paris for a 
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week, more than 5,000 people signed up to volunteer their 
time, money, and services via the Estridge website. When 
the building started 1,946 community members came to 
the site to volunteer, while 1,492 skilled workers actually 
built the 2,500-square foot house and adjacent 900-square 
foot Pack House 2000—a study center and library where 
McFarland could do his mentoring. Some 200 companies 
contributed goods and services to the project, but the con-
struction of the McFarland house was just part of what was 
accomplished that week. In addition:

• 20 neighboring homes were repainted, reroofed, or re-
habbed
• 22 homes were landscaped
• 2 abandoned homes were demolished
• 1 church received new siding
• 1,000 trees were planted
• 7 miles of streets, alleys, vacant lots, and yards were 
cleared of trash
• Estridge Companies, in partnership with IPS and pri-
vate companies, established free broadband wireless ser-
vice for the neighborhood
• 100+ laptops were donated to local kids
• IPS School #37, across the street from the McFarlands’ 
home and closed since the previous year, has been refur-
bished and turned into a community center
• Century 21 earmarked $1,000 for McFarland’s mentor-
ship program called Pack House 2000
• McFarland’s sons — Courtney, 16, Curtis, 17, and Do-
monique, 17 — have been offered full-tuition to Butler 
University
• Second Story, an important Indianapolis writing men-

toring program, stocked Pack House 2000’s shelves with 
books
• Spectators to the build site brought 17,000 pounds of 
food that went to local food pantries 
• Community members raised more than $12,000 to 
help pay for taxes and upkeep on the new house
• Sears pledged to pay off the balance of the mortgage on 
the old house.

 Driving through the neighborhood one notices 
some obvious physical changes such as the conversion of 
IPS School #37 into a community center.  Thanks to the 
Central Indiana Community Foundation, the center now 
provides ample space for neighborhood events, social servic-
es, and recreational activities. Looking forward, the Martin-
dale-Brightwood Community Development Corporation 
has begun convening groups to form a strategic plan for 
operating the community center. If these meetings contin-
ue to blossom, the process of discussion and collaboration 
among groups and residents could be just as important as 
the community center’s physical building. Likewise, access 
to free wireless internet service is a great deal for neighbor-
hood residents; even greater will be their ability to use the 
Web to build relationships with each other, their elected 
officials, and the rest of the city. That really would be an 
extreme neighborhood makeover.
 The changes in Martindale-Brightwood are signifi-
cant and have the potential to transform the community 
as much as the construction of the interstates in the1960s 
and the relocation of the railroads in the 1940s. But such 
profound change can only be sustained if leaders make it so. 
The two very different paths Estridge and McFarland took 

Courtesy of Estridge Group
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en route to their shared national television appearance give 
us confidence that uncommon generosity and community 
spirit can be galvanized for great purposes. Paul Estridge 
Jr. was the prosperous owner of a family-run company that 
had built over 7,000 homes since its founding in 1967. 
Bernard McFarland was raised in an impoverished family, 
and as an adult his own Martindale-Brightwood home had 
deteriorated so much it was deemed unsafe for his three 
teenage boys who shared a bedroom.
 Earlier in his life, McFarland overcame his obsta-
cles by a love of books, which led to his college graduation 
and an honorable service in the military. When he returned 
to the Eastside neighborhood that he lived in as a youth, 
he became a loving father to his boys and a caring mentor 
to countless other neighborhood children. His Pack House 
2000 program was one of numerous strategies he employed 
to reverse the rise of violence and school dropouts that 
plagued too many of his friends and neighbors. Bernard 
knew that education was the best antidote to these ills so he 
formed reading groups and led field trips to Indianapolis-
area museums and cultural events for neighborhood youths.
 It was this remarkable community service that in-
spired McFarland’s friends to nominate his family to receive 
a new home through Extreme Makeover. His service also 
inspired Estridge’s design team to construct a library along-
side the family’s new home for future tutoring sessions.  
In addition to the Pack 2000 clubhouse and School #37 
community center described above, Estridge utilized his 

technology prowess to create a fiber optic canopy that gave 
internet access to all households within a one square mile 
radius of the McFarland home. Dell donated 100 laptop 
computers to make sure that these families can take advan-
tage of their new passport to the digital age.
 Estridge understood that households are part of 
a larger ecosystem and considered himself a community 
builder rather than a homebuilder. His company became 
renowned for its commitment to a new urbanism that es-
chews cookie-cutter houses in favor of homes that revolve 
around walkable community amenities such as churches 
and parks. This approach was particularly important given 
the sad tale of earlier Extreme Makeover winners whose 
homes suffered from inferior craftsmanship or unsustain-
able housing costs. The McFarland home has been designed 
with style and a wider educational mission, yet also with 
a practicality that can accommodate further development 
in the neighborhood. Notably, the builders have used a 
geothermal heating-and cooling system and a low-main-
tenance, wind-powered generator to keep utility costs at a 
minimum.
 Estridge and McFarland did not work alone, 
though. The Central Indiana Community Foundation con-
tinues to offer invaluable counsel on neighborhood develop-
ment strategies and more than 5,000 volunteers and nearly 
200 companies had enlisted their services in the cause. But 
such numbers should not come as a surprise to those who 
have followed the Indianapolis revitalization story over the 
past several decades. Our city has earned a national repu-
tation for civic enterprise. Legendary names such as Tom 
Binford, John Burkhart, and Jim Morris conjure images of 
business leaders who used their wealth and position to build 
our local economy and an ever-expanding sense of commu-
nity.  Indeed, EMHE joins the Purpose Built Communities 
and Super Bowl Legacy Project as an Eastside remodeling 
project that features generous philanthropy and smart com-
munity strategies to revive neighborhoods and rebuild lives.

Robert Scheer/The Star

Courtesy of Estridge Group
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In just about any activ-
ity, a certain amount 
of collateral damage is 
unavoidable. Some of 
it is sad but acceptable. 
Cars and streets make 
deadly accidents un-
avoidable. The value of 
efficient transportation, 
however, outweighs 
the costs. Football pro-
vides its own benefits. 
Participants engage in 
a physical activity that 
improves their fitness. 
Spectators derive en-
joyment from watching 
wellplayed games. Yet in 
the last years of the 19th 
century, as football grew 
in popularity and young 

men played at every level from the neighborhood sandlot 
to the college gridiron, the high incidence a on-field inju-
ries became impossible to ignore.
 Worst of all were the deaths. They were not freak 
accidents as much as the inevitable toll of an activity that 
encouraged strong men to crash into each other, again and 
again, over the course of a long afternoon. An ordinary 
tackle can become a life-threatening calamity if the hard-
thrusting knee of a ball carrier strikes the head of a de-
fenseman. In 1905, a year of momentous importance for 
football and its future, eighteen people died playing the 
sport.
 Horrified by the slaughter, a group of activists 
crusaded against football. They wanted not merely to re-
move violence from the sport, but to ban it as an activ-
ity. At the dawn of the Progressive Era, the prohibition 
of football became a social and political movement whose 
most outspoken proponents recoiled from the sport. Their 
ranks included the renowned Harvard president Charles 
W.Eliot, frontier scholar Frederick Jackson Turner, aging 
Confederate general John Singleton Mosby, and muck-

raking journalists. The Nation, an influential magazine 
of news and opinion, worried that colleges were becom-
ing “huge training grounds for young gladiators, around 
whom as many spectators roar as roared in the [Roman] 
amphitheatre.” After watching a Yale-Harvard match in 
1903, one writer condemned the game: “The dirty play-
ers in football are the thugs of society, and the disgrace of 
the university that tolerates their presence on the team.” 
The New York Times, which played a role in the sport’s 
rising popularity, worried about football’s trend toward 
“mayhem and homicide.” About two weeks after printing 
these words, the Times ran a new editorial. The headline 
was “Two Curable Evils.” The first evil it addressed was the 
lynching of blacks. The second was football.
 If football was going to survive, it would have to 
change. The tale of how it evolved into America’s most 
popular sport features a colorful cast of characters from the 
turn of the 20th century. Many were football’s founding 
fathers. Legendary coach Walter Camp, who was a player 
in the 1876 Harvard-Yale game that Roosevelt watched, 
began to turn the game away from its rugby-like origins 
and popularized it for the masses. When Camp’s influ-
ence waned, Notre Dame’s Knute Rockne perfected in-
novations that allowed football to take full advantage of its 
untapped potential. John Heisman, Amos Alonzo Stagg, 
Pop Warner, and Fielding Yost contributed as well. Other 
figures less associated with the sport also helped shape it, 
or at least were witnesses to its shaping: professor-turned-
president Woodrow Wilson, the jurist Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Jr., the writer Charles Francis Adams, the editor 
E. L. Godkin, the economist Thorstein Veblen, the grand-
nephew of Edgar Allan Poe, the artist Frederic Remington, 
the war hero Leonard Wood, the front-line correspondent 
Richard Harding Davis, and West Point cadet Dwight 
Eisenhower.
 Theodore Roosevelt was not as important to the 
development of football as Camp or several other men of 
that generation. He never played on its fields or coached 
from its sidelines. Instead, he enjoyed the sport as a specta-
tor. Yet he also played a vital role during its greatest crisis. 
Due in part to his encouragement, football took steps to 
correct its violent excesses while also preserving its physical 

The Big ScrumThe Big Scrum
By John J. Miller
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demands and competitive spirit. It is possible to believe 
that without his presidential intervention, football might 
not even exist today. Even if it had survived this period, it 
might look quite different from the game that now packs 
millions of fans into stadiums and draws tens of millions 
more who watch the sport on television.
 The drive to prohibit football failed, of course. 
At the time, however, its failure was anything but foreor-
dained. Even if the movement had come short of outlaw-
ing the sport, it might have succeeded in marginalizing the 
game—and condemning it to a future of limited appeal, 
along the lines of a second-tier pastime such as hockey or 
lacrosse. The story of what happened is a unique tale of 
American culture, politics, and sports. It is also virtually 
untold. A few old and scattered articles, warehoused in re-
search libraries, discuss what happened. Several accounts 
of the history of football include obligatory and often er-
roneous coverage. Before now, no book has focused on 
these events in exclusive detail. Even the most compre-
hensive biographies of Theodore Roosevelt—including 
Edmund Morris’s multivolume narrative—overlook this 
episode completely.
 The dispute over football and its future marked 
not only a turning point for the development of sports in 
the United States, but a crisis for what was becoming the 
most dominant force in American politics. In the 1890s, 
just as football was growing into a popular sensation, the 
Progressive movement was gaining irresistible momen-
tum. A broad-based drive for social reform, it blossomed 
during Roosevelt’s presidency and never has released its 
grip on American life. Its fundamental achievement was 
to recast the relationship between citizens and their gov-
ernment.
Whether this was for good or ill remains a bitter argu-
ment a century later among partisans on the left and the 
right. Liberals tend to view the Progressive Era as a missed 
opportunity—a series of reforms that delivered modest 
benefits to middle-class voters anxious about economic 
instability and demographic shifts, but also an accom-
modation with Christian morality and market capitalism 
that put off a more radical rearrangement of the social 
contract. Conservatives view Progressivism as a quixotic 
effort based on an unfounded faith in human perfectibil-
ity that led directly to the rise of the welfare state and the 
erosion of individual freedom and personal responsibility. 
Whatever the merits of these warring claims, the diverse 
accomplishments of the Progressive movement include 
trust-busting, railroad regulation, the passage of food and 
drug laws, restrictions on child labor, the prohibition of 
alcohol, and the implementation of a federal income tax.

 When the Progressives turned their eyes to foot-
ball, many saw nothing but the violence. If their first im-
pulse was to wince at the brutality, their next urge was to 
protect boys and young men from what they considered a 
frivolous and fatal activity. Why pass laws to get children 
out of urban factories and coal mines if they were simply 
going to maim themselves on football’s killing fields? So 
the Progressives tried to address the problem of football by 
turning to their favorite solution: They sought to regulate 
it out of existence. They saw the sport as an unacceptable 
risk and believed that its participants were not capable of 
making their own judgments about the costs and benefits 
of the game. Instead, elites would relieve them of the bur-
den of choosing to play or not to play. They would ban the 
sport for the sake of its players.
 The supporters of football took a different view. 
They appreciated the game’s organic development and val-
ued the place of athletic competition in American culture. 
Although some relished football’s violence and were con-
tent to ignore its occasional corruption, most wanted to 
refine the rules and broaden the appeal of the game, even 
though they could not always agree on the particulars of 
how to do this. They recognized that one of the chief goals 
of sports—especially a rough sport such as football—was 
to socialize young men by helping them learn how to 
channel their masculine impulses toward productive ends. 
Shortly before he was president, Theodore Roosevelt be-
came well-known for the promotion of what he called “the 
doctrine of the strenuous life.” In a speech in 1899, he 
hailed “that highest form of success which comes, not to 
the man who desires mere easy peace, but to the man who 
does not shrink from danger, from hardship, or from bitter 
toil, and who out of these wins the splendid ultimate tri-
umph.” In Roosevelt’s estimation, the foes of football were 
wrongheaded idealists who simply refused to accept the 
risks that are attached to virtually any human endeavor. 
They threatened to feminize an entire generation. At stake 
was nothing less than the future of the United States: On 
the threshold of a new century, would the country seize its 
historic destiny and grow into a world power or would it 
stop short of this accomplishment because it had turned 
out, in Roosevelt’s words, “mollycoddles instead of vigor-
ous men”?

From The Big Scrum: How Teddy Roos-
evelt Saved Football by John J. Miller. 
Copyright © 2011 by John J. Miller. Re-
printed courtesy of Harper, an imprint of 
HarperCollins Publishers.
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Sports on the Silver Screen
By Jeffrey L. Sparks

When you hear the term “film festival” your 
mind’s eye likely travels to exotic places like 
the French Riviera (Cannes) or the mountains 

of Park City, Utah (Robert Redford’s Sundance).  Would 
it surprise you that a film festival in Indianapolis, Indiana 
presents one of the largest cash prizes in the world?
 The story behind Indianapolis’ role in the film busi-
ness is as captivating as the movies we promote.  It’s a story 
of vision and generosity and a little bit of good fortune.
 I was privileged to help establish Heartland Truly 
Moving Pictures 20 years ago based on the idea that positive 
change in people’s lives is made possible through the trans-
formative power of film.  However, there were too few of 
those types of movies and inadequate recognition of those 
that did make it onto the silver screen.
 We began to cultivate the industry by working with 
independent films.  Yet we understood big change would 
only be possible with big films.  That’s what led me to the 
desk of Dick Cook, former chairman of Walt Disney Stu-
dios.  Cook loved our mission and he offered to help with 
one of two options:  he could give us money or movies.  In 
other words, he could provide a seed grant or access to in-
spiring films that fit our mission.
 As a start-up organization, I really needed the mon-
ey.  But with a signature film we could really make a name 
for ourselves in the filmmaking market.  I asked what film 
he had in mind and he told me about this high school foot-
ball movie that dealt powerfully with racial reconciliation.  
It was called Remember the Titans.  I was sold.
 We associated our brand with the release of this 
Truly Moving Picture Award-winning movie and we placed 
our lot with the filmmakers who found ways to celebrate 
positive social change.  Sports has a unique niche in this 
market.  From Knute Rockne: All American to Brian’s Song 
and The Blind Side, football movies in particular and sports 
movies in general lead the way in films that give us hope 
and inspiration.  One of Heartland’s board members, An-
gelo Pizzo, is responsible for two of the greatest modern era 
contributions to this genre.
 The son of a Sicilian immigrant, Pizzo grew up in 
Bloomington, Indiana before heading west to attend USC 
Film School.  He built his career in Los Angeles where he 
wrote the script for a film celebrating his Indiana roots aptly 
named Hoosiers.  It’s hard to imagine now, but the original 
concept was not met with much enthusiasm.  The produc-
tion budget was so modest that the producers were forced 

to hire locals from rural Indiana to fill most of the Hickory 
basketball team slots.  Gene Hackman predicted the movie 
was going to be a “career killer.”
 Instead, Hoosiers earned two Oscar nominations 
and is now ranked by both USA Today and ESPN as the 
#1 sports movie of all-time.  Rather than killing careers, the 
film remarkably added luster to the few stars who actually 
appeared in the film.  The story of Hackman and Dennis 
Hopper is particularly interesting and a testament to Pizzo’s 
talent as a screenwriter.
 Pizzo’s original design for Shooter was simply to 
use the character as a device to portray his son’s conflict be-
tween being a high school basketball star and dealing with 
an alcoholic father.  But then something remarkable hap-
pened.  During one of the early scenes where Shooter shows 
up drunk at his son’s game, the townspeople were supposed 
to remove him from the gym.  But Hackman’s character, 
Coach Norman Dale, had assumed a powerful presence by 
this time and he spontaneously left the bench to escort the 
belligerent Shooter off the game floor.
 Pizzo noted the dynamism between the Hopper 
and Hackman characters and revised his screenplay to take 
the movie in a new direction.  He created a relationship 
between the two actors that became one of the film’s most 
poignant elements.  The performance also created a signa-
ture for Hopper’s career that would earn him a cameo ap-
pearance in the Indianapolis presentation to NFL owners 
bidding to host Super Bowl 2012. (For more on Hopper, 
see “Indianapolis’ Rx for Community: Volunteers” page 20)
 Pizzo moved back to Bloomington and returned to 
Indiana sports for the other landmark of his career called 
Rudy.  Like Hoosiers before it, Rudy was based on a true 
story. Using a distinctively Pizzo technique, he treated the 
setting as an actual performer rather than using it merely as 
a backdrop. The result was another iconic film that power-
fully displayed the sincerity of the Heartland.
 These two films represent Heartland and the foun-
dation of our organization: stories matter.

Jeffrey L. Sparks is the President & CEO of Heartland Truly Moving 
Pictures
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Indy’s First Sports Strategy
By John Waters and Zoe S. Erler

Super Bowl 2012 has been called the crown jewel in 
Indianapolis sports strategy. Indeed, a direct line can 
be drawn from the Pan Am games in the 1970s and 

construction of the Hoosier Dome in the early 1980s to the 
city playing host to the world’s biggest sporting event.
 Scholars, politicians, and journalists find their own 
sport in debating whether games lead to economic develop-
ment. Yet that point was proven over a century ago when 
Indianapolis launched its first sports strategy: the Indianap-
olis Motor Speedway (IMS).
 When Indianapolis automobile entrepreneur Carl 
G. Fisher built the IMS in 1909, he envisioned the raceway 
as a testing ground for cars before they would be delivered 
to consumers. The state had already become an epicenter 
for auto manufacturers and suppliers, and Fisher wanted 
the capital city to leverage this asset. “Indianapolis is go-
ing to be the world’s greatest center of horseless carriage 
manufacturers, what could be more logical than building 
the world’s greatest racetrack right here?” declared Fisher.

 Competition and necessity were the perfect factors 
that led to the construction of the speedway. After a trip 
to France in 1905, Fisher returned to Indiana convinced 
that European race cars were superior both in design and 
craftsmanship. A world-class speedway where automobiles 
could be tested and honed would help reinvent America’s 
car industry and perhaps even attract European drivers. The 
soon-to-be Brickyard would be an innovation in itself, since 
up until the early 20th century all races had taken place 
on horse tracks and public roads—not ideal surfaces for car 
racing and testing.
 While Fisher and his crew were working through 
the kinks in their speedway design, other entrepreneurs 
were making headway in Indianapolis’s run as the coun-
try’s most important city for automobile manufacturing. 
Companies like Overland Auto and Cole Motor Car—best 
known for “The Man’s Car That Any Woman Can Drive”—
were responsible for branding as many as 90 automobile 
makes during this time. Other more famous auto compa-
nies like Auburn, Cord, Duesenberg, Hammond, Marmon, 
and Stutz were all born in Indiana factories, from 1914 un-
til 1933.
 By the mid-1990s, Indianapolis had long ceded 
to Detroit as the automotive manufacturing giant in the 
country, but the city reclaimed its role as the center of auto 
innovation. From a “skunk works” office park in Castleton, 
Indiana, Bill Wylam and his team of GM engineers became 
the pioneers of vehicle electrification. They invented such 
breakthroughs as the EV1 battery, electric motor, and pow-
er electronics for GM’s first high-volume electric car.
 The Indianapolis-based Energy Systems Network 
(ESN) has taken pole position in championing both electric 
vehicle (EV) usage and Indiana’s competitive advantage in 

Indianapolis Motor Speedway Indianapolis Motor Speedway

Indianapolis Motor Speedway
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production. Just last fall, ESN went back to the future by 
convening a three-day summit at the speedway exploring 
the future of an EV racing series.
 Skeptical observers of the burgeoning EV car in-
dustry might scoff at the notion of electric car racing. They 
might conjure images of the classic kids’ car-racing set or 
high-powered golf carts. They also might strain their necks 
while trackside as the electric Tesla Roadster accelerates 
from 0 to 60 in under four seconds—a feat that took the 
Chevy Corvette 60 years and six generations of gasoline en-
gines to achieve.
 One of the ESN Summit participants, Sagamore 
Institute colleague John Waters, was part of the team at 
Delco Remy that set the world record for EVs at 183 mph. 
Waters more recently founded the Bright Automotive com-
pany in Anderson that invented a commercial van that of-
fers a 100 mpg alternative to the postal service and other 
predictable route vans currently guzzling 10 mpg.
 Waters is using his EV experience to communicate 
the pro-economic and pro-social role behind alternative 
energy innovations. “It’s about making ourselves a better 
neighbor while improving the quality of our lives–econom-
ically, educationally, and environmentally.” Waters calls this 
approach “natural capitalism”  and says that no green solu-
tion is truly sustainable until it is economically viable. In 
other words, it’s not only possible but essential to reduce 
Indiana’s harmful emissions while increasing our compa-
nies’ bottom lines.
 And that brings us back to racing as Indianapo-
lis’s first sports strategy. Our hotels and restaurants are soon 
to be filled with Super Bowl revelers, and for that we can 
be thankful to the farsighted civic leaders who rebuilt our 
downtown through sports and its happy companion, the 
convention industry.
 Yet it is more than a historical anecdote that rac-
ing was our first sports-economic development tandem. 
The speedway’s races produce a staggering $767 million an-
nual impact on the city. This is the equivalent of two Super 
Bowls per year. The advent of EV racing will not only help 
preserve that investment but also jump-start Indianapolis’s 
next round of manufacturing innovation.

Tony Stewart 
Helps Children Succeed
in School and Life
Since 2001 Office Depot Foundation (ODF) has 
distributed 2.5 million sackpacks and backpacks 
to deserving kids across the country. Going on 
their fourth consecutive year, Tony Stewart and 
Sagamore Institute have both been helping ODF 
give children the tools they need to succeed. 
Through ODF’s signature National Backpack 
Program, NASCAR star Tony Stewart helped the 
foundation break a personal record by distribut-
ing 350,000 backpacks and sackpacks during the 
2011 back-to-school season. When he’s on the 
track, Tony races the No. 14 Office Depot/Mo-
bil 1 Chevrolet Impala--Off the track he races to 
help children succeed in school and in life.
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beyond.
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of communities and provide underserved individuals access 
to opportunities.
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OVERVIEW
Football and community are the twin pillars of 

the NFL. Whether nationally at the league level, 

locally at the team level, or individually through 

the volunteerism and philanthropy of owners, 

players, coaches and club personnel, there exists a 

powerful NFL-wide commitment to giving back. This 

commitment is year-round—there is no offseason to 

the NFL’s multi-tiered, ongoing work to strengthen 

America’s communities. 

Through the active involvement of the 32 NFL 

teams, and long-standing partners such as United 

Way, the league is able to make a positive difference 

in America’s communities and connect with millions 

of fans each year.

MAJOR CHARITIES/ 
PROGRAMS SUPPORTED

Through NFL PLAY 60, the league’s commitment 

to youth health and wellness, league and team 

initiatives respond to the nation’s youth obesity crisis. 

The NFL and its 32 clubs are also visible leaders 

in the fight against breast cancer. As part of the 

“A Crucial Catch” campaign in collaboration with 

the American Cancer Society, the NFL is playing an 

important role in the battle to prevent and ultimately 

eliminate a disease that has touched the lives of many 

NFL players, coaches, owners and staff.

The NFL also has a long history of supporting 

the military and launched the “Salute to Service” 

campaign around Veterans Day this year. The league 

organizes annual trips  with the USO to visit our 

troops overseas and supports a number of veterans’ 

organizations like the Wounded Warrior Project and 

the Pat Tillman Foundation.

TARGETED 
COMMUNITIES

The NFL, its owners and 

clubs donate close to two 

hundred million dollars 

per year to nonprofit 

organizations in the 32 NFL 

communities and beyond. 

NFL Charities, established 

in 1973, has been at the heart of the league’s 

philanthropy since the foundation’s inception and 

makes charitable grants in areas ranging from sports 

medicine to assisting retired NFL players.  The NFL 

Youth Football Fund (YFF) supports programs that 

teach young players football and life skills and 

provides funding for programs and initiatives that 

support coaching, academics and health and safety in 

football.  The NFL Grassroots Program, funded by the 

YFF, has distributed more than 30 million in grants 

over 13 years to local nonprofits focused on the health 

and welfare of their communities.  

The YFF also endowed USA Football, the sport’s 

national governing body in the United States 

and official youth football development partner 

of the NFL and its 32 teams.  USA Football leads 

the development of the game via educational 

programs and innovative resources and awards $ 1 

million annually in equipment grants to youth and 

high school football programs through funding 

support from the YFF.  NFL Charities and the YFF 

also contribute more than $1.8 million in grants 

distributed annually to support 

former NFL players and their 

charitable foundations, youth and 

high school football programs that 

they coach and free youth football 

camps that they host each year.

Additionally, outreach initiatives 

in Super Bowl host cities, at NFL Pro 

Bowl, Kickoff and NFL Draft focus 

on leaving a lasting legacy for those 

communities. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Since NFL PLAY 60 was launched 

in 2007, the NFL has committed 

more than $250 million to youth 

health and fitness through 

programming, grants, and media time for PSAs and 

have built more than 100 Youth Fitness Zones around 

the country. The NFL works with many organizations 

including the American Heart Association, the 

National Dairy Council and The Cooper Institute to 

bring PLAY 60’s message to schools nationwide

A Crucial Catch raised more than $1 million for the 

American Cancer Society in 2010 and through the 

auction of game worn pink product and proceeds f 

from the sale of pink items, the league will hopefully 

top that figure this year. 

The NFL and USO have organized overseas morale-

building visits for more than 40 years. In 1966, the 

NFL teamed with the USO and became the first sports 

organization to send a group of players to Vietnam 

and other parts of Asia to demonstrate the league’s 

support for America’s troops. 

 
OUTSTANDING PARTICIPANTS 

NFL PLAY 60 has engaged dozens of players, 

coaches, and owners over the past 4 years. Most 

recently, our campaign has featured quarterbacks 

Matt Ryan of the Falcons, Cam Newton of the 

Panthers and Matthew Stafford of the Lions as part 

of our national PLAY 60 PSA campaign. Team owners 

and coaches like Jerry Richardson of the Panthers and 

Coach Jim Schwartz of the Lions are active supporters 

as well.  

NFL players and executives have also been strong 

supporters of the league’s breast cancer awareness 

campaign. Larry Fitzgerald of the Arizona Cardinals, 

Tanya Snyder, wife of Redskins owner Dan Snyder, 

and Susie Spanos, wife of Chargers president Dean 

Spanos, are national spokespeople for A Crucial Catch 

and host events and media appearances on behalf of 

the campaign.

SPORTS GIVES BACK    THE IMPACT SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE IN OUR COMMUNITIES

CONTACT INFORMATION
There are many ways to learn more about the 

NFL’s charitable initiatives. Nflcharities.org and 

YFF.org serve as the main hubs for NFL Charities 

and the NFL Youth Football Fund. Please visit 

nfl.com/community to learn more about our 

other community platforms.
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“A Crucial Catch” campaign in collaboration with 

the American Cancer Society, the NFL is playing an 

important role in the battle to prevent and ultimately 

eliminate a disease that has touched the lives of many 

NFL players, coaches, owners and staff.

The NFL also has a long history of supporting 

the military and launched the “Salute to Service” 

campaign around Veterans Day this year. The league 

organizes annual trips  with the USO to visit our 

troops overseas and supports a number of veterans’ 

organizations like the Wounded Warrior Project and 

the Pat Tillman Foundation.

TARGETED 
COMMUNITIES

The NFL, its owners and 

clubs donate close to two 

hundred million dollars 

per year to nonprofit 

organizations in the 32 NFL 

communities and beyond. 

NFL Charities, established 

in 1973, has been at the heart of the league’s 

philanthropy since the foundation’s inception and 

makes charitable grants in areas ranging from sports 

medicine to assisting retired NFL players.  The NFL 

Youth Football Fund (YFF) supports programs that 

teach young players football and life skills and 

provides funding for programs and initiatives that 

support coaching, academics and health and safety in 

football.  The NFL Grassroots Program, funded by the 

YFF, has distributed more than 30 million in grants 

over 13 years to local nonprofits focused on the health 

and welfare of their communities.  

The YFF also endowed USA Football, the sport’s 

national governing body in the United States 

and official youth football development partner 

of the NFL and its 32 teams.  USA Football leads 

the development of the game via educational 

programs and innovative resources and awards $ 1 

million annually in equipment grants to youth and 

high school football programs through funding 

support from the YFF.  NFL Charities and the YFF 

also contribute more than $1.8 million in grants 

distributed annually to support 

former NFL players and their 

charitable foundations, youth and 

high school football programs that 

they coach and free youth football 

camps that they host each year.

Additionally, outreach initiatives 

in Super Bowl host cities, at NFL Pro 

Bowl, Kickoff and NFL Draft focus 

on leaving a lasting legacy for those 

communities. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Since NFL PLAY 60 was launched 

in 2007, the NFL has committed 

more than $250 million to youth 

health and fitness through 

programming, grants, and media time for PSAs and 

have built more than 100 Youth Fitness Zones around 

the country. The NFL works with many organizations 

including the American Heart Association, the 

National Dairy Council and The Cooper Institute to 

bring PLAY 60’s message to schools nationwide

A Crucial Catch raised more than $1 million for the 

American Cancer Society in 2010 and through the 

auction of game worn pink product and proceeds f 

from the sale of pink items, the league will hopefully 

top that figure this year. 

The NFL and USO have organized overseas morale-

building visits for more than 40 years. In 1966, the 

NFL teamed with the USO and became the first sports 

organization to send a group of players to Vietnam 

and other parts of Asia to demonstrate the league’s 

support for America’s troops. 

 
OUTSTANDING PARTICIPANTS 

NFL PLAY 60 has engaged dozens of players, 

coaches, and owners over the past 4 years. Most 

recently, our campaign has featured quarterbacks 

Matt Ryan of the Falcons, Cam Newton of the 

Panthers and Matthew Stafford of the Lions as part 

of our national PLAY 60 PSA campaign. Team owners 

and coaches like Jerry Richardson of the Panthers and 

Coach Jim Schwartz of the Lions are active supporters 

as well.  

NFL players and executives have also been strong 

supporters of the league’s breast cancer awareness 

campaign. Larry Fitzgerald of the Arizona Cardinals, 

Tanya Snyder, wife of Redskins owner Dan Snyder, 

and Susie Spanos, wife of Chargers president Dean 

Spanos, are national spokespeople for A Crucial Catch 

and host events and media appearances on behalf of 

the campaign.

SPORTS GIVES BACK    THE IMPACT SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE IN OUR COMMUNITIES

CONTACT INFORMATION
There are many ways to learn more about the 

NFL’s charitable initiatives. Nflcharities.org and 

YFF.org serve as the main hubs for NFL Charities 

and the NFL Youth Football Fund. Please visit 

nfl.com/community to learn more about our 

other community platforms.

2.  MAJOR PROGRAMS SUPPORTED
Through NFL PLAY 60, the league’s commitment to youth health and wellness, 
league and team initiatives respond to the nation’s youth obesity crisis. 
 The NFL and its 32 clubs are also visible leaders in the fight against 
breast cancer. As part of the “A Crucial Catch” campaign in collaboration with the 
American Cancer Society, the NFL is playing an important role in the battle to 
prevent and ultimately eliminate a disease that has touched the lives of many NFL 
players, coaches, owners and staff.
 The NFL also has a long history of supporting the military and launched 
the “Salute to Service” campaign around Veterans Day this year. The league orga-
nizes annual trips with the USO to visit our troops overseas and supports a number 
of veterans’ organizations like the Wounded Warrior Project and the Pat Tillman 
Foundation.

3.  CHARITIES AND FUNDS
The NFL, its owners and clubs donate close to two hundred million dollars per year 
to nonprofit organizations in the 32 NFL communities and beyond. NFL Chari-
ties, established in 1973, has been at the heart of the league’s philanthropy since 
the foundation’s inception and makes charitable grants in areas ranging from sports 
medicine to assisting retired NFL players.  The NFL Youth Football Fund (YFF) 
supports programs that teach young players football and life skills and provides 
funding for programs and initiatives that support coaching, academics and health 
and safety in football.  The NFL Grassroots Program, funded by the YFF, has dis-
tributed more than 30 million in grants over 13 years to local nonprofits focused on 
the health and welfare of their communities.  
 The YFF also endowed USA Football, the sport’s national governing 
body in the United States and official youth football development partner of the 
NFL and its 32 teams.  USA Football leads the development of the game via educa-
tional programs and innovative resources and awards $ 1 million annually in equip-
ment grants to youth and high school football programs through funding support 
from the YFF.  NFL Charities and the YFF also contribute more than $1.8 million 
in grants distributed annually to support former NFL players and their charitable 
foundations, youth and high school football programs that they coach and free 
youth football camps that they host each year.
 Additionally, outreach initiatives in Super Bowl host cities, at NFL Pro 
Bowl, Kickoff and NFL Draft focus on leaving a lasting legacy for those communi-
ties. 

4.  ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Since NFL PLAY 60 was launched in 2007, the NFL has committed more than 
$250 million to youth health and fitness through programming, grants, and me-
dia time for PSAs and have built more than 100 Youth Fitness Zones around the 
country. The NFL works with many organizations including the American Heart 
Association, the National Dairy Council and The Cooper Institute to bring PLAY 
60’s message to schools nationwide.
 A Crucial Catch raised more than $1 million for the American Cancer 
Society in 2010 and through the auction of game worn pink product and proceeds 
f from the sale of pink items, the league will hopefully top that figure this year. 

 The NFL and USO have organized overseas morale-building visits for 
more than 40 years. In 1966, the NFL teamed with the USO and became the first 
sports organization to send a group of players to Vietnam and other parts of Asia to 
demonstrate the league’s support for America’s troops. 

5.  OUTSTANDING PARTICIPANTS 
NFL PLAY 60 has engaged dozens of players, coaches, and owners over the past 4 
years. Most recently, our campaign has featured quarterbacks Matt Ryan of the Fal-
cons, Cam Newton of the Panthers and Matthew Stafford of the Lions as part of our 
national PLAY 60 PSA campaign. Team owners and coaches like Jerry Richardson 
of the Panthers and Coach Jim Schwartz of the Lions are active supporters as well.  
 NFL players and executives have also been strong supporters of the 
league’s breast cancer awareness campaign. Larry Fitzgerald of the Arizona Cardi-
nals, Tanya Snyder, wife of Redskins owner Dan Snyder, and Susie Spanos, wife of 
Chargers president Dean Spanos, are national spokespeople for A Crucial Catch and 
host events and media appearances on behalf of the campaign.

6.  CONTACT INFORMATION
There are many ways to learn more about the NFL’s charitable initiatives. Nflchari-
ties.org and YFF.org serve as the main hubs for NFL Charities and the NFL Youth 
Football Fund. Please visit nfl.com/community to learn more about our other com-
munity platforms. 

1.  OVERVIEW
Football and community are the twin pillars of the 
NFL. Whether nationally at the league level, locally 
at the team level, or individually through the volun-
teerism and philanthropy of owners, players, coaches 
and club personnel, there exists a powerful NFL-wide 
commitment to giving back. This commitment is year-
round—there is no offseason to the NFL’s multi-tiered, 
ongoing work to strengthen America’s communities. 
 Through the active involvement of the 32 
NFL teams, and long-standing partners such as Unit-
ed Way, the league is able to make a positive difference 
in America’s communities and connect with millions 
of fans each year.



Indianapolis 500, largest single-day sporting event in the world

400+ national and international sporting events in 30 years

55 NCAA Championship events (6 Men’s and 2 Women’s Final Fours)

17 U.S. Olympic Trials

Big Ten Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournaments

Inaugural Big Ten Football Championship Game

Super Bowl XLVI

Indianapolis is a city built to host major events.
Enjoy Indianapolis and Super Bowl XLVI.

INDIANAPOLIS DIDN’T LAND

THE SUPER BOWL
BY ACCIDENT. After 30 years of hosting 

major sporting events, we’ve 
gotten pretty good at it.

visitIndy.com
           @visitindy                 /visitindy
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